Mahomet-Seymour Schools
1301 S. Bulldog Dr., Box 229
Mahomet, IL 61853
Ofc.217-586-2161 Fax 217-586-7591

Estimated cost to the District for this request: $100.00

Timestamp

9/29/2016 18:46:32

10/5/2016 20:52:06

Date of Incident: Time Incident Began:

9/29/2016

10/5/2016

Time Incident Ended:

Description of relevant
events leading to the
incident:

Description of any
interventions used prior to
the restrictive
intervention:

8:45:00 AM

Incident #1 and 2:
Unknown
Incident #3: ___ was told
to put something in his
Using choice language,
backpack and he didn't
planned ignoring
10:30:00 AM want to

10:35:00 AM

___was removed from
the classroom because
he was starting to
escalate. When he was
brought back to be with
the rest of the class (he
was with Mrs.
Shallenberger and Mrs.
Cosner), we were outside
on the playground. He
came out and seemed to
Didn't have time to use
be a little better, but he
any interventions.
11:20:00 AM still seemed unhappy.

10/5/2016 21:07:41

10/5/2016 21:17:36

9/28/2016

9/23/2016

2:00:00 PM

10:45:00 AM

Redirection to the task
Materials were removed
from his area so he
couldn't throw them
___ was engaged in desk Access to the rest of the
work at his work area. He classroom was blocked
began throwing work and by staff in order to prevent
__ from accessing
other materials around
additional items to throw.
2:40:00 PM the room.

___ was playing with
blocks. He was building a
tower with the blocks
when the time for play
had ended. Group
started at the table with a
calendar activity. He
started throwing many
items around the
11:05:00 AM classroom.

Planned ignoring of items
shoved on the floor.
Redirected to the task
Increased prompting level
to hand over hand
guidance
Removed items from his
area in order to prevent
items from being thrown

10/13/2016 11:14:43

10/13/2016 11:21:42

10/14/2016 14:17:03

10/12/2016

10/12/2016

10/14/2016

8:40:00 AM

___ was told to clean up
at the end of small group
and he began throwing
toys across the
8:40:00 AM classroom.
Disruptive in the
classroom and hitting
students. Asked to take
break outside of
9:25:00 AM classroom

1:05:00 PM

___ was working on crafts
with staff and a peer
entered the class and sat
at the same table with
him. The other student
had some cards in front
of him for speech and ___
attempted to push those
cards off the table. Once
those were cleared he
__ went to his break area
began clearing other
with the help of proximity
items from off surface
control.
1:07:00 PM areas.

8:30:00 AM

Choice language, first,
then, redirection,
reminding him of his
token system, planned
ignoring

Proximity control, calmly
talking to him, behavior
chart

11/15/2016 14:18:59

11/15/2016

10:30:00 AM

___ was given the
directive to clean up the
art materials in order to
go to recess. He
verbalized that he did not
want to clean up his
materials because he was
not finished with his
project. Mrs. Buckius and
Mrs. Klaus gave him
addition time to finish his
project. He made
additional marks, stamps
and stickers to his picture.
Other students were
beginning to get coats on
for recess outside.
Behavior continued to
escalate to the point of
throwing items and hitting
peers. At that point, staff
escorted ___ from the
classroom to a break
area outside of his normal
11:00:00 AM classroom setting.

Additional time allowed
for ___ to transition to the
next activity. Planned
ignoring of verbal refusals
and throwing materials
around the classroom.
Redirections to the task.
Choices offered.
Reminders of his token
board and what is
"working for".

2/9/2017 9:33:50

2/8/2017

3:41:00 PM

g
his study hall time after he
was asked to do some
work. He left the room
without permission and
circled around he
hallways attempting to
elude staff by hiding and
running from them. This
persisted through the end
of school and included
times of head banging on
lockers. Once school his
mother was contacted to
ask if he would still go to
the after school program
that he belong to. Once
his mother was called and
informed about the
incident his behavior
increased and he
continued to move around
the school and head bang
on different surfaces. He
was told he would be
allowed to go to the
program but it became
apparent he would not be
able to function
behaviorally in that
environment so his
mother said she would
3:49:00 PM come to pick him up.

2/10/2017 9:10:42

2/1/2017

8:20:00 AM

___ had lost control of her N/A - transport for
medical intervention
8:22:00 AM legs and could not walk

Multiple people on ___
team attempted to talk to
him, to offer him
alternatives to his
behavior. He was offered
to go to Room 25, to go to
OT, and ultimately to go
to his after school
program, but his behavior
persisted. The team
attempted to speak but
once we began he would
often yell/scream/whine
and walk/run away from
staff.

___ turned gray and
slumped over in a
8:09:00 AM bathroom stall.

2/15/2017 18:56:27

2/15/2017

8:07:00 AM

3/3/2017 15:23:41

3/2/2017

2:04:00 PM

n/a
Once ___ was asked to
begin his school work he
immediately left the room.
In the hallway staff
attempted to
communicate with him,
___ was working on a
engage him in
personal craft project
conversation, etc., but he
during class time and was continued leaving the
asked to put away the
area and placing himself
craft and begin working
behind doors, in plastic
on his school work. ___ tubs, etc. Staff also
then left the room and
attempted planned
began placing himself in ignoring but because of
different areas and small elopement risk we do not
spaces around the
allow him to leave our
sight.
2:20:00 PM school.

8:15:00 AM

Student was participating
in morning recess. He
appeared to be having a
good time. Nothing
significant had happened Redirection. Reminder of
8:55:00 AM at school up to this point. behavioral expectations.

4/3/2017 9:32:31

4/3/2017

4/5/2017 10:20:58

4/5/2017

9:00:00 AM

Unknown actual start time
___ was removed to from
the classroom for hitting
another student twice.
___ hit the peer when he
sat down at the table the
9:40:00 AM student was sitting at.

Token system was
already being
implemented as part of
___ day.

arrived at MPE. All of the
kindergarten students on
the bus stood up and
began entering the aisle.
Mrs. Paragi noticed that
there was some pushing
and arguing over who
was getting off first going
on, but the bus doors
were still shut. ___ was
one of the students
involved in these
arguments.

9/15/2017 10:25:14

9/15/2017

8:15:00 AM

At 8:17 a.m., students are
walking in from the bus
on the paw prints. It is
assumed that another
student "cut in front" of
____ (or that was his
perception), but this was
not seen by the staff. ___
grabbed the boy in front
of him by the backpack
and pushed him down to
the ground. Mrs. Willard
stopped ___ asked him to
talk to the other child
about what the problem
was and ___ said, "I'm
not going to" and
9:00:00 AM proceeded to kick toward

Mrs. Willard tried to talk
to __ about what the
problem was; Given
opportunities to "fix" his
mistake; choice language

9/21/2017 13:00:43

9/21/2017

8:45:00 AM

At 8:45, Mrs. Myers
asked the class to start
picking up their morning
activities. ____ was
being verbally obstinate
and refusing to clean up
his space. With some
verbal prompting, he
eventually complied. Mrs.
Myers then asked another
student if (s)he would
help a group of peers pick
up a puzzle. ___ went
over and started to make
a bigger mess with the
puzzle pieces. He then
took one of the pieces
and started flipping it in a
9:45:00 AM peer's face.

At 8:50, Mrs. Meyers
called for student
assistance. Mrs. Philisha
Paragi, knowing that Mrs.
Starwalt was in a
meeting, stepped out of
her office into the hallway
to assess if her
assistance was needed.
She then proceeded to
Mrs. Myers' classroom.
When she arrived, Mrs.
Myers was transitioning
the rest of her class back
to their table spots and __
was sitting on the carpet.
Mrs. Paragi went over
and asked __ if he
wanted to go with her to
take a break. He yelled,
"No." At 9:00, Mrs.
Willard entered the room
to see if she could help.
Mrs. Paragi then
reminded ___ of how to
take deep breaths and
asked again if he was
willing to go take a short
break, but this time, ___
got up and ran towards
the door trying to exit the
classroom.

10/2/2017 12:19:51

10/2/2017

11:40:00 AM

O'Malley. Students were
sitting on the floor and
Mrs. Kennedy was giving
directions to the class.
___ yelled out, "I hate
you!" Mrs. Kennedy
began counting him,
giving him a "1." He then
yelled out, "I hate PE
class - it is stupid." Mrs.
Kennedy then gave him a
"2." ___ then yelled out,
"I'm going to hit ______
(Student name) with my
hula hoop," so Mrs.
O'Malley gave him a "3."
Mrs. O'Malley then asked
___ if he needed to take a
break. He refused to
leave, so Mrs. O'Malley
said that she would have
to go get Mrs.
Shallenberger. ___
yelled, "no" and it was
obvious that he did not
want Mrs. O'Malley to
leave. ___ then followed
Mrs. O'Malley to Mrs.
Myers' room and sat
down in the "take a break"
chair. A few minutes
1-2-3 Magic; choice
12:05:00 AM later, Mrs. Myers brought language; taking a break

10/4/2017 13:27:24

10/4/2017

12:30:00 PM

He was on the preK
playground. He was using
the mallet of a musical
instrument and hitting it
very close to a peer. He
was told he could not do
this and he continued. His
peers were directed to
leave the preK area. He
stayed with the staff
member supervising him,
picked up the musical
instruments and held it up
to staff members face. He
started crying, said he
wanted peers back in,
which happened, and
then he started hitting at
peers again. He then
Redirection; reminder of
walked in with staff
appropriate behavior
member to the area
outside
of
his
class.
choices on playground
12:55:00 PM

10/10/2017 14:37:41

10/10/2017

9:30:00 AM

___ was presented with
an academic task to
complete in the
classroom. He started
throwing items in the
classroom. ___ was
prompted to leave the
classroom and take a
break outside the room.
Staff prompted ___ with
places he go for a break
or activities he could do
for the break. For
example, staff indicated
that ___ was able to use
the occupational therapy
room for a break or he
could play a game with
10:45:00 AM the social work intern.

Redirection, given space,
offered choices, nonverbal cues, ___ was
allowed to tear up paper
and other minor property
damage (scraped paint
off the lockers)

10/18/2017 15:39:15

10/16/2017

12:12:00 PM

___ came to the carpet
agitated. He started
spitting at peers on the
carpet. Mrs. Jones
verbally coached him,
asking him to come over
to her to talk. He refused
and knocked over her
standing desk adjacent to
the carpet. She gave him
the option to come talk to
her in private and fix it, or
else he would not be
invited to stay in the
room. ___ became
agitated and began
further turning over
chairs, throwing materials
(other student's orange
folders, bags of books,
12:40:00 PM chairs).

yg
choices to go do a
specific task or come and
talk with the teacher. He
chose to do neither. He
was given choice
language about what to
do to fix the situation with
the objects. ___ was
asked to leave the carpet
area and would not do
that. He continued to be
verbally disruptive and
began kicking objects in
the classroom. ___ then
started to kick at other
students near him on the
carpet. The students were
moved off the carpet and
___ tried to pursue
students as they were
exiting the room to try and
kick them. The other
students were exited from
the classroom and ___
was given the room as an
open space. When I
arrived I acknowledged
privately to ___ that he
looked frustrated and I
was there to help. I asked
him if he would like to
leave the room and take a

10/25/2017 15:11:06

10/25/2017

9:40:00 AM

Free choice and then
clean up time…___
walked through sorted
cars on floor, he picked
9:55:00 AM up a car and threw it.

Counted him, asked to
take a break in chair

Teacher had given
student choices, he
8:50:00 AM refused

choice language,
redirection

11/7/2017 9:05:48

11/6/2017

9:00:00 AM

11/7/2017 9:11:59

11/6/2017

10:00:00 AM

11/9/2017 13:10:32

11/8/2017

8:15:00 AM

11:00:00 AM hitting, throwing, yelling

Issue on bus...hitting,
9:00:00 AM standing, defiance

redirection and choice
language

See bus write up. Once
Principal entered bus, she
talked to ___ who then
walked off of bus with her.
He dropped on sidewalk.

11/30/2017 9:56:28

11/30/2017

8:40:00 AM

___ was prompted to take
a break after failure to
comply with the initial
directive. Additional wait
time was provided to ___
for compliance. A quiet
shoulder conversation
was had with ___ to
remind him about the
___ was playing "war"
choices that he could
which was not a choice at choose from. Proximity
the given time. ___ was control was used to block
given two choices of
___ from hitting other
either a break or another students and running into
other classrooms.
9:40:00 AM game at his table spot.

11/30/2017 14:50:34

11/30/2017

1:05:00 PM

Student crawling around
class, refusing to follow
directions "until I get a
prize." Hit two peers with
his fist and was removed
from the classroom into
Choices, calm down chair
2:45:00 PM the hallway.

6/29/2018 8:24:31

6/29/2018

8:20:00 AM

Dad said that he was up
since 5:00 am and was
very tired. On the way to
school, he was crying and
head butting the seat. As
soon as he was dropped
off, he began hitting
Ashleigh Smith, the aide
that went to meet him at
the door. When he got to
class, he continued hitting
10:10:00 AM and began kicking staff.

We offered him a nap or
quiet time on a mat,
began deep pressure
sensory input, we lowered
the light level in the room,
offered him snacks (he
ate the snacks but
continued to hit), he was
given several reminders
to use his talker to let us
know what he needed,
and we used his visual
timer so he could see
how long it was until he
went home.

8/30/2018 20:26:23

8/24/2018

1:20:00 PM

g
student at recess and
then put the other student
in a headlock. A recess
supervisor immediately
addressed the situation
and ___ took off across
the soccer field. Mr.
Fisher and Mr. Kirby
followed ___ to make
sure that he did not leave
school grounds. ___ took
off towards the Southwest
corner of the property; Mr.
Fisher and Mr. Kirby
followed. ___ then
jumped the fence and
headed back toward the
bleacher area. ___ met
me at the entrance to the
blacktop area; I asked
___ to head up to the
office so we could talk.
He responded with, "Don't
fucking talk to me." I
called the SRO to come
help with the situation.
___ continued to evade
staff; when the bell rang,
he got in the large line to
come in the building. ___
then proceeded to head
1:21:00 PM to his 8th period Science

Office Ward and I asked
___ several times to
settle and take a seat in
my office.

9/18/2018 16:25:37

9/18/2018

11:55:00 AM

During Math class ___
removed himself from the
group and completed the
assignment at a different
table with a teaching
assistant. At one point he
complained about the
Math assignment, tossed
his paper and pencil on
the floor. He was
reminded that his reward
(food) for completion
would not happen unless
his assignment was
picked up and finished.
He complied. With less
than 10 minutes left in
class all students were
given free time. ___
chose to sit by himself
and play with cards. At
the bell students were
reminded that ELA was
reading to begin and all
other things needed to be
1:05:00 PM put away.

When the bell rang ___
was reminded of the
expectation to put the
cards away, and come to
the group table for
Spelling. Students were
given 30 minutes to work,
no set number of
problems to be
completed, just a time to
apply to the assignment
with free time being given
at the end of the 30
minutes. ___ refused to
come to the table and
was reminded of the
expectations and his
choice of activity during
free time.

9/19/2018 11:28:34

10/15/2018 15:05:22

9/19/2018

10/15/2018

10:44:00 AM

that they were to loud and
not doing math stations
correctly. ___ yelled out
that it was her fault and
teacher had him take a
break in break spot. At
his take a break spot he
was yelling out to class
threats and scaring them.
Chandra Steers was in
vincinity and came to
hallway with ___ and
teacher. He was yelling
loudly to teacher he hated
her, it was her fault and
she was a liar. Admin
was called and ___ was
crying and yelling through
the door. ___ tried
scaling the door and fell
to the floor. He began
kicking the glass and then
banging his head as hard
as he can on the glass of
the door. Chandra Steers
put her hand behind his
head 3 times and verbally
told him to stop. He
escalated when she kept
putting her hand behind
his head and tried to bite
10:48:00 AM her. He then moved to

1:15:00 PM

Student has been
randomly hitting punchin
and kicking students.
Student refuses to do any
3:00:00 PM work.

Positive verbal
reinforcement throughout
the morning. Opportunity
to take a break when he
was yelling and
noncompliant for the
class redirection. Time
and space in hallway to
de-escalate. Opportunity
to talk and problem solve.
What can we do to help?
What do you need?
Choices.

Positive language and
reinforcement,
opportunities for take a
break

12/6/2018 12:24:48

12/6/2018

11:10:00 AM

__ asked for help to put
puzzle together to get
ready for next class. He
first said no, and then
when he did ask for help
he got mad because he
did not want another
11:47:00 AM student to help him.

Expectation reminders,
preferred activity offered
upon completion of task.

Description of the
incident/ student’s
behavior that led to the
restrictive intervention:
Incident #1 and 2: Poking
another student
Incident #3: ___ started
to escalate after being
told that he needed to put
something in his
backpack. He began to
scream and climb on the
furniture.
___ ran up to another
student that was sitting
under the climber and
repeatedly punched him
in the face. When he was
told to stop, he ran away
and shoved another child
and tried to pull another
child off of the tire swing.
He then ran up to another
child who as laying in the
grass and stomped on his
body. He was brought
inside after the last
incident to his calm down
room.

Description of the
technique used and any
interaction between
school personnel and the
student during the
restrictive intervention:

We used choice
language, ignoring
behavior, and visuals
(calm down chart)

Description of any injuries
(whether to students,
staff, or others) or
property damage:

A description of any
planned approach to
dealing with the student’s
behavior in the future:

A list of school personnel
participating in the
intervention, monitoring or
supervision the student:

NA

We will stretch the
amount of time we will
ignore some behaviors
and increase the visuals
that we use.

Emily Buckius-Classroom
Teacher
Melinda Klaus-Teacher
Assistant

___ will continue to go to
the calm down room
when he is upset or
unsafe around the other
children. We will also
continue to use planned
ignoring. We will be
meeting to help determine
other ways to help this
student.

Emily Buckius, Carol
Shallenberger, Nancy
Cosner, Christine
Northrup

___ was brought to his
calm down room to try
and help him calm down.
Planned ignoring was
used to try and help him
calm down and his calm
down chart and chair.
We also used choice
language and first, then.
He continued to
repeatedly punch, kick,
and try to bite all staff that
Nothing severe.
was helping.

Marci Bellafiore (teacher
assistant) was hit in the
face, specifically the nose
area, with a book. Nose
was very red and starting
to bruise at the time of the
incident. Ice was applied
as treatment.

Student injured a teacher
when he hit her in the
face with a book. Student
continued to pursue the
staff member with
additional books.

Child control hold was
utilized for less than one
minute in duration.
Block and move
technique was utilized to
avoid kicks and punches

Upset over the transition
and that the blocks kept
falling over. __ wanted to
escape the task. Multiple
items were being thrown
around the room. __ was
not physically restrained,
however, his access to
other areas of the
classroom were restricted
by the staff.

___ access to other areas
of the classroom was
restricted by staff blocking
to not allow him access to
other items to throw.
Time out within the
classroom was used. ___
sat on the bean bag).
Staff continued to redirect
him to the break area.
Staff continued to allow
space, if possible, but
removed items that could
injure ___ or others.
Block and move
technique was utilized to
prevent Joe from hitting
and/or kicking staff.
None known at this time.

___ will be moved to
another area of the
classroom with fewer
materials.
Staff will back away when
he is throwing items.

Megan Hunter, behavior
interventionist
Marci Bellafiore, support
services aide
Mindy Anderson, support
services aide (observer)

Megan Hunter, behavior
interventionist
Marci Bellafiore, support
Picture schedule to help services aide
with transitions
Sara Collman, support
Remove unnecessary
services aide
items from the table prior Patti Stack, substitute
to the lesson beginning
teacher

Melinda walked with him
in the hallway down to his
calm down room. She let
him rock in the rocking
chair to help him calm.
___ did not have
problems going in the
room after rocking. He
screamed that he wanted
to go back to the
classroom. Melinda gave
him a choice between two
chairs and then
encouraged to use the
calm down chart. She
___ continued to throw
made sure to stay with
toys and had no response him while he was in the
room.
None
to above interventions.

Continued use of token
economy and behavior
management plan.

Student hit staff

None

Reinforce behavior chart
and give incentive to go to Emily Buckius, Carol
Shallenberger
break room

None

I spoke to staff about
making sure to give __
space when he is working
with crafts and to sit at a
different table if the two
are not working on the
same content, especially
Chris Baker, Maria
if it involves cards or
small paper items.
Bellafiore

Child Control (CPI)

__ hit staff multiple times
and was highly motivated Standing child basket
to continue doing so.
hold (CPI)

Melinda Klaus, Emily
Buckius

escalate beyond verbal
refusals. For example, he
started by calling out "I
don't want to stop. I'm
not done." After
additional time was
provided, he began
throwing items (paint
brush, paper plates, etc)
around the room. These
behaviors were ignored
and other students were
directed to line up for
recess. He then
continued to escalate his
behavior by hitting
another student with the
paper plate in the face.
He was then redirected
from the group to take a
break in the break space
provided outside of the
classroom. ___ refused
to take his break outside
of the class and laid down
in the hallway for a few
minutes. All classes
walked by him and went
to recess. He attempted
to leave the building by a
door that accessed the
parking lot and the door

The team will discuss
which behaviors will be
ignored and how to
recognize certain
Staff allowed additional
behaviors as signs that
space for ___ to run in
he may be escalating.
the room as well as
The team will develop an
offering support to meet
approach for
___ may have bite marks implementing breaks to
his needs. He was
allowed to cry and scream on his hand. No other
reduce frustrations
until he was able to calm injuries known at this
contingent upon
down.
time.
appropriate behaviors.

Megan Hunter, behavior
interventionist
Emily Buckius, teacher
Melinda Klaus, teacher
assistant

___ had already banged
his head without much
force 30-40 times, but in
the last part of his
escalation he began
banging with a greater
level of force on the
bathroom mirror. I
attempted to use my body
to separate his access to
the mirror but that only
made him more
determined and forceful
with his head banging.

Standing basket hold. I
attempted to speak
calmly to ___ but when I
spoke he would scream
or fight more intensely.
Ultimately, he lifted his
feet and I guided him to
the floor and let go of him.
I think use ITO to keep
him in a smaller space of
the bathroom with my
proximity control.

Student was gray and
began to faint

Staff supported __ under
the armpits to help her
walk to a safe area in the
office
none

I will be reaching out to
Mrs. Paris and to the rest
of ___ team about some
interventions to try within
his classroom
environment. We will
also try to have him go to
___ had
the OT room when he
soreness/redness,
feels upset rather than
scraped skin, and a small walk/run through the halls
bump on his forehead
and attempt to allude
from the head banging.
staff.
Kristi Kostner

n/a

Stacy Tome, Jennifer
Diercks

___ was having a medical
emergency and needed to
be transported to a safer
area than the bathroom
stall
Two person transport

___ continued this
behavior and then
attempted to enter into
other classrooms,
custodial and storage
areas, and offices in the
3rd grade hallway.

___ happened to be close
to the reset room of the
school and I used my
physical proximity to
usher him into the reset
room. Once he was in
the room I began
accompanied time out
time.

Jennifer Diercks and Amy
Walmer

None

N/A

No injuries but __ did
kicked the walls and a
chair in the room. He
also tore some lifeskills
picture icons off the wall
and tore up paper in the
room.

___ has had a sharp
increase in behavior in
the last month and we are
introduce multiple
interventions to help him
be successful in his
classroom environment.
Part of that is a
individualized status
program and token
economy, as well as
reinforcement and OT
breaks.
Chris Baker

Student was monitored by
a staff member. He was
reminded about his calm
Student and another child down routine and then
fell down on the
staff was silent. Student
playground. Student got asked for a chair and was
up and began tackling his provided one to begin his
peers on the playground. calm down routine.
N/A

Remind student of
behavioral expectations
and provide positive
reinforcement for all
examples of appropriate
behavior.

Melinda Klaus, Nancy
Cosner, Jenny Diskin

Physical aggression
towards a peer prompted
___ removal from the
classroom. __ became
physically aggressive
towards staff once
removed from the
classroom. Items were
removed to prevent injury
to __ and staff.

Planned ignoring of
spitting at Mrs. Hunter.
Extra space allowed for
___ to move around the
room. Challenging
questions were ignored
but information seeking
questions were answered.
Therapeutic rapport reestablished once ___ was
None known at this time.
calm.

___ shared that he was
upset that he had to ride
the bus to babysitter's
house after school on
4/05/17. This is a change
in the previous week's
schedule in which ___
was parent pick up. He
also shared that he
wanted to be parent pick
up again. He indicated
that there is nothing for
him to do on the bus
because he is not allowed
to have his tablet. He
indicated that his brother
is allowed to have his
phone on the bus but he
is not allowed to have his
tablet because he has a
shorter bus ride. The
staff will brainstorm
options for things that __
can do on the bus.
(Small toy, small bag of
Legos, handheld game,
etc)

Carol Shallenberger,
principal
Megan Hunter, behavior
interventionist
Emily Buckius, preK
teacher

Pushing a student to the
ground, attempting to hit
and kick a student,
kicking staff

Staff held onto ___ arms
while he willingly walked
with them; ___ was taken
into a room for an isolated
time-out where he was
monitored by 2 or more
staff at all times.
None

___ will continue to follow
the classroom behavior
plan, a modified recess
schedule and to receive
social work from Mrs.
Cosner. He is currently
being reviewed by the RtI
Tier 3 team to determine
what other supports can
be put into place.

Mary Willard,
Kindergarten
Paraprofessional
Marissa Hill, Kindergarten
Support Services
Carol Shallenberger, MPE
Administrator
Genevieve O'Malley,
Kindergarten
Paraprofessional

At 9:05, ___ attempted to
leave the classroom with
his fists raised toward
staff. to prevent him from
running as staff were
fearful of his safety, Mrs.
Paragi and Mrs. Willard
escorted ___ to the "calm
down" room by looping
their arms under his. ___
continued to attempt to
harm staff by kicking
them down the hallway.

At 9:10, to prevent him
from running as staff
were fearful of his safety,
Mrs. Paragi and Mrs.
Willard escorted ___ to
the "calm down" room by
looping their arms under
his. ___ continued to
attempt to harm staff by
kicking them down the
hallway. At 9:15, Mrs. Hill
arrived to the support
services department to
see that ___ was in the
"calm down" room. ___
screamed, punched at the
doors/window, tried to rip
the thermometer off of the
wall and tossed himself
around on the floor for
about 15 minutes. At
9:30, ___ let Mrs. Hill
know that he was ready to
comply and followed his
"calm down" routine. Mrs.
Hill escorted ___ back to
the classroom where he
first completed a soft
activity before re-entering
the room at 9:45 a.m.
None

Julie Myers, Classroom
Teacher
Philisha Paragi,
Interventionist
The tier 3 RtI team is
Mary Willard,
meeting with parents
Paraprofessional
tonight at 3:15 to discuss Marissa Hill, Support
future interventions.
Services Teacher

Tried to hit peer with a
hula hoop; ran from staff

Student was guided under
the arms to the "calm
down room."
None

Mrs. O'Malley
hypothesizes that hula
hooping is a potential
trigger for ___ as it is
difficult for him. In the
future, if this is the PE
activity, she will offer him
an alternative to complete
1-on-1 with her before he
escalates. Negative
language will be ignored.

Mrs. Genevieve O'Malley,
Paraprofessional
Mrs. Julie Myers,
Classroom Teacher
Mrs. Carol Shallenberger,
MPE Administrator

He was crying and curled
up in a ball in a chair
outside of his class. The
social worker told him that
she would help him calm
down. He very willingly
got up and walked with
her to the calm down
room.

Social worker sat in calm
down room with ___
talked to ___ about what
had happened and then
did the calm down routine
with him. This took about
2 minutes. He returned to
his class for rest time.
None.

Continue to support
making responsible
choices with equipment
and peers. Offer positive
feedback for such
choices.

Genevieve O'Malley;
Carol Shallenberger;
Nancy Cosner

___ was banging his head
on one of the doors. The
behavior interventionist
placed her hand on the
door palm side up so that
Joey hit her hand instead
of direct contact with the
door. ___ twisted her
arm and bent her fingers
back. ___ also tried to
leave the building and two
staff members stepped in
front of the doors to stop
him from exiting the
building. ___ continued
to throw items,
basketballs and clothes
from the lost and found,
around the entrance/exit
to the playground. ___
attempted to pull the fire
alarm but was blocked by
staff.

Staff continued to give
___ space and offer
choices. ___ was
prompted to make his
choice and access to
leaving the building was
limited as a result of his
risk for elopement. Staff
maintained a quiet voice
and allowed for additional
time for ___ to comply.
___ was prompted to take
additional deep breaths.

None known injuries at
this time. ___ did hit his
head prior to staff
intervening. ___ pulled a
screw out of the cover of
one of the heating units.
He tore all paper off of
one of the bulletin boards
in the hallway and then
tore up the paper letters
and border strips. He
scraped paint off of
several lockers using his
metal ruler.

The school team will meet
to discuss protocol for
addressing problem
behavior in the future.
The team will consider
positive behavior
interventions and
supports that can be
implemented for ___ The
team with review this plan
with the parents.

Cynthia Johnson, school
social worker
Megan Hunter, behavior
interventionist
Jen Schickedanz, special
education teacher
Social work intern
Amy Doman, special
education teacher
Alison Tomchik, school
psychologist

Once the room was
evacuated ___ began
throwing items (books,
papers, shoving desks).
He then picked up a chair
and threw it at me from
approx. 10 feet away. He
then threw his shoe. I put
it in the hallway. He
proceeded to throw 3
more chairs from approx.
10 ft away. I just picked
them up and sat them
next to me. I continued to
offer opportunities to
breath, or take a break. I
tried to distract him and
talk about the field trip.
He then picked up a 5th
chair and came directly in
front of me within 2 ft to
throw the chair. I
deflected it with my arm.
He picked up a 6th chair
and from 2 ft tried to
throw it at me. I was able
to grab the chair. At this
time I moved into a small
child restraint on the west
wall against the wall.

began at 12:12. I assure
___ as he screamed that I
would be able to let go
when he was able to keep
his body safe and calm. I
offered breathing
techniques, time and
validated his frustration.
Mrs. Ditmars entered the
room to assist at 12:18.
She got down to his level
to try and deescalate ___
She modeled breathing
and other options for him
to become calm. At 12:32
Ms. Ditmars verbally
coached him and rubbed
his legs and began to cry
rather than yell. His body
became limp and I slowly
talked him through letting
go of one arm at a time.
Rolled his sleeves up and
rubbed his back to cool
him off. ___ was calm
and able to talk about
what had happened. I
offered his a Kleenex and
he used it. Mrs. Ditmars
offered a restroom break
and water and to come
and calmly talk in her
N/A

___ has planned breaks
in his day. The principal
and social worker verbally
discussed with him that
adults may ask him to
leave the class the take a
break in the hall. He
stated that taking a break
by walking was boring
when coached about this
as an alternative. When
asked what might work in
a break when he is upset
and frustrated he
indicated the magnet
letters. We made a plan
that we would ask him to
come out into the hall to Wendy Starwalt, Principal
and Julie Ditmars, School
do magnet letters. He
agreed.
Social Worker

Student hit another
student with a dramatic
play car mat.

Principal was called to the
classroom. Student
would not sit in take a
break chair. Teacher led
other students out of
classroom. Given choice
to walk or be helped to
calm down room.
NA

Review student
Julie Myers, Carol
progress/plan at
Shallenberger, Philisha
upcoming Tier 3 meeting. Paragi

hitting and yelling and
throwing

attempted to use natural
boundaries to keep
student away from others,
sent classmates outside NA

meet with team to
review/modify plan, as
needed

Running, hitting, kicking

used cubby area to keep
student away from others hitting and biting...

meet with team to
review/modify plan

Principal, Teacher
Alisha Lamb, Sandy
Borrelli, Carol
Shallenberger

Student walked off bus holding hands with
Principal - he dropped to
sidewalk and began
hitting and kicking

Conversation before
letting student exit bus,
call for assistance (Dir of
Instruction and
Superintendent), student
walked inside of building
and then ran through
hallway, through
classroom, into cubby
then adjoining classroom None reported

Behavior plan is being
reviewed/drafted; bus
plan needs to be
reviewed

Bus driver, Carol
Shallenberger, Debbie
Young & Philisha Paragi
(on duty), Lindsey Hall,
Wendy Starwalt

g
y
___ was prompted to
leave the classroom. His
arms were blocked when
he punched another
student in the stomach.
___ crawled and moved
on his stomach down the
hallway to his calm down
space. ___ refused to go
to his calm down space
so staff used proximity to
control to prevent
elopement and he
eventually went into the
support services office
area. ___ attempted to
climb onto one of the
book shelves of an empty
bookcase in the support
services office. ___ was
offered help when he
asked for help getting off
the book case. He
continued to hit, kick and
spit on staff while
screaming that he wanted
to go back to the class.
___ continued to lay on
the floor screaming until
finally crawling into his
calm down space. Staff
prompted ___ to let staff

Staff held ___ in a child
control hold that
prevented ___ from being
able to hit his head
against the wall surface.
This involved staff holding
___ arms. ___ was able
to kick staff and
attempted to bite Mrs.
Hunter while in the child
control position. Mrs.
Hunter told ___ that she
would let go but if he
started hitting his head
again, she would have to
hold him again.
Repeated attempts at
letting go of the child
control hold resulted in
___ continuing to hit his
head against the hard
surfaces of the room.
Eventually, __ indicated
that he was "done" and
asked to have his work
brought to him and he
began working on the
task. __ was visibly upset
and crying so staff gave
him water on several
different occasions.
None known at this time.

Continue to implement
recent changes in ___
behavior management
plan. Attempt break
earlier.

Megan Hunter, behavior
interventionist
Chandra Steers, support
services aide

Student was encouraged
to do his calm down
routine. He was
encouraged to rest.
Student was offered his
make up work several
times, would start it, and
then become upset and
demand a prize and be
unable to do his work.
Student fell asleep at 1:55
and woke up at 2:20.
Was offered his work and
accepted it. Did not do his
work and repeated many
times, "I want free choice
now, not tomorrow."
Calmed down and did
about 15 minutes of work.
Student hit two peers and Walked to bus with no
then hit a staff member. problem.
N/A

Continue to offer choices;
Chandra Steers and
continue work on
following directions.
Nancy Cosner

Destyne started with
small child restraint to
help protect him from
hitting his head on the
table or wall. We then
moved him to the mat
where he laid on his side
and Destyne lightly held
his arms to prevent
hitting. He continued to try
to kick but Rhonda
blocked those with her
arms. When it came time
to walk him out to his dad,
he continued to hit and
kick so Destyne and
The hitting, kicking,
Rhonda walked on either
scratching, and head
side of him with our arms
butting continued and
interlocked in his and
escalated to the point that would stop walking when
he had to be restrained
he started kicking.
Light bruises to staff
for his safety and the
Rhonda blocked those
safety of others.
kicks with her legs.
members

If this behavior happens
again, we will continue to
try to get him back on
track while minimizing the
hitting. We keep his dad
informed throughout
these incidents.

Destyne Jones, Rhonda
Ehrecke, Stacy Tome,
Ashleigh Smith, Jacklyn
Hilligoss

Officer Ward and I were
on each side of __ We
___ was out of control
each grabbed his arm
and refused to take a seat and lowered him to the
in my office. He
ground. Once he was
continued to yell
down on the ground, he
profanity's and try to leave agreed to sit in a chair
the office. This continued and calm down. The
for a couple of minutes
entire restraint took less
before the restraint.
than one minute.

No injuries.

We have asked ___ to
come to either Mr.
Fisher's office or my
office and take a seat at
the table area located in
each office. ___ will be
checking in with Mr. Fox
each morning and then
eating lunch in his room
too. ___ will end the day Mr. Fisher, Mr. Mills, Mr.
Fox, 7th Grade Orange
by checking in with Mr.
Fisher or I.
Team

expectations, and told he
had a choice to complete
the assignment in the
time given or stay in for
lunch and do it then.
More loud complaining,
and he then stated you
can not starve me. It was
then explained that he
would be able to eat the
meal of his choice and
the only change would be
to complete the
assignment during lunch
___ came to the group
since he was choosing to
after a lengthy time, and not do the assignment in
began raising his voice
the time given. The other
complaining about the
students left the room 5
assignment. He was
minutes early for lunch,
reminded about the free and the next group of
time at the end of the 30 students went to the
minutes. He tossed his
library. ___ was asked if
paper and pencil to the
he ate breakfast, when
floor and stomped to the the bell rang for ___ lunch
he was asked about his
other side of the room
complaining loudly. "I can lunch choices, and was
then given his lunch of
destroy this room, I did
choice. After eating, ___
last year and can do it
again. I broke cups last picked up all the things he
year and will again. You had thrown on the floor,
No injuries or property
do not want to make me and completed the
mad."
Spelling assignment in a damage.

In the future ___ will once
again be asked if he ate
breakfast, be offered food
if necessary, and be
reminded he can use
break passes to give him
time to process how he
wants to respond to a
situation.

Mrs. Alice Smith, Mrs.
Stacy Tome, Mrs.
Heather Sabatuk, with
Mrs. Suzann Dill, and
Mrs. Tracy Patterson
moving in and then out of
the room.

Class redirection for math
stations. How to use
materials and noise level
being addressed to entire
class.
Small child restraint
Initially no interaction as
he made up work.
Processing after 40 min.
non compliance in
to try and understand the
classroom, moving
why. Difficult situation
around room destroying because teacher is on
items, throwing pencils,
maternity leave for 4
pushing chairs into kids. months.

Student hit head approx.
10 times hard on glass
and wall.

Following behavior plan
as written in the 504. 17
minutes of academic
work to earn his way back
into gen ed setting. Life
Space Intervention for
debrief and re-entry into
the classroom.
Restoration with teacher
for inapporpriate
language and threats to Chandra Steers Aid
her.
Ryan Martin AP

Minor property damage

Contact behavior coach
for consult to support sub
Ryan Martin and Wendy
in her work with the
student.
Starwalt

Planned ignoring, student
tried to manipulate staffhe was then told a
discussion could happen
after the pieces were
picked up. Mr. Fisher
Other students removed came in to discuss that
from classroom because students who could not
___ was throwing puzzle follow expectations would
pieces across the room
not be going on the field
repeatedly.
trip.
None

Behavior expectations
reminders, no dealsreminders that discussion
Alice Smith, Stacy Tome,
will occur after
expectations followed.
Doug Fisher.

When did school
personnel notify parents
of the restraint:

We did not use restraint
and just used the isolated
time out. I called and
talked to mom on
9/29/2016 at 2:50 pm.

October 5, 2016 at 10:35
when mom was called to
come and pick up ___

Conversation with the
father after school when
__ was picked up on
9/28/16

Sent home form and
conversation with parent
on 9/23/16

10/13/2016

10/12/16

10/14/16 at 2pm

Teacher discussed the
events with the parent on
11/15/16. ___ was not
restrained on this date.

Verbally at 4pm on
2/8/17, written on 2/9/17
Mom was notified upon
arriving at school that
staff helped walk __ to a
safe area for medical
treatment.

Parent was notified upon
arriving to the school that
staff moved __ to a safer
area so that the EMT's
could work on her. __
was transported via an
ambulance to the ER.

3/2/2017 over the phone
via text and send a copy
of this report via email on
3/3/17

April 3, 2017

4/05/2017

Mrs. Shallenberger called
parents on 9/15/17.

9/21/17 at tier 3 meeting

Mrs. Shallenberger
notified parents on
10/2/17

Carol Shallenberger
placed a call to family
1:25 p.m.

10/10/2017 by social
worker

Parents were notified at
4:15 on 10/16/2017
voicemail for Mom to
return my call.

10.25.17

phone call to dad and
mom on 11.6.17
Mom and dad were called
on 11.6.2017

11.9.17 phone call

11/30/2017

11/30/2017

By text: 9:46, spoke to
dad in person at 10:10

Immediately after it
occurred I spoke with
Jennifer(mom) on the
phone.

Completed form will be
mailed Sept. 19, 2018.

9/19/18

No restraint only removed
to work in isolation from
peers.

Copy of form sent home
with student on Dec. 6.

Timestamp

12/19/2018 7:58:56

Date of incident Beginning time of incident End time of incident

12/9/2018

2:25:00 PM

Description of any
relevant events leading
up to the incident:

Reminded to work during
recess because he had
not completed afternoon
work. He tried to use
youtube and iPads briefly,
then bell rang for end of
recess. Became
escalated when he
realized he missed
2:52:00 PM recess.

Description of any
interventions used prior to
the restrictive
intervention:

Directive statements,
planned ignoring, time
and space, distraction
(Mr. Starwalt tried to talk
with ___ in a calm voice
when he entered the
situation).

2/7/2019 11:28:50

2/7/2019

9:20:00 AM

___ took a break after
exiting the bathroom. We
did yoga poses during her
break. When the break
was over she began
hitting and said "I don't
care if I hit". ___ was
given a choice between
her schedule or
continuing her break.
When the hitting and
yelling behavior continued
she was given a choice of
taking a break in the
hallway or in the reset
9:05- In the bathroom ___ room. When the hitting
began using unkind
behavior continued staff
words, yelling and crying. began walking towards
She was upset about
the reset room and she
being car pick up. When followed staff to the reset
she exited the bathroom room. Choice language
she was directed to her
was used, her social
stories were referenced.
10:55:00 AM schedule.

2/7/2019 17:44:43

2/5/2019

11:10:00 AM

___ said he did not sleep
last night and was up
playing games on his
phone. When he came to
school, he went to sleep
in Mrs. Kyle's office. He
was able to make it to
class, but eventually he
returned to Mrs. Kyle's
office to sleep. Mr. Fox
found ___ asleep there
during 3rd period and
tried to get him back to
class. After it was clear
that ___ was awake, he
refused to go to class.
Thus, it was determined
that the next move would
be to contact ___'s Mom
about the situation, which
was also told to ___. At
this point, ___ began
banging his head on the
wall and displaying other
forms of self-injurious
11:20:00 AM beahvior.

Trying to use positive talk
to talk-down ___/Deescalate the situation.
Lots of time and space
was given over the course
of the entire morning.

2/8/2019 16:39:14

2/8/2019

12:25:00 PM

___ was ignored. ___ was
offered help when she
hurt her toe. ___ was
___ finished her reward of prompted to her
calling dad. She wanted schedule. ___'s social
stories were referenced.
1:04:00 PM to call again.

2/12/2019 16:00:41

2/12/2019

12:05:00 PM

reward of making copies
with Mrs. Eisenmenger.
She refused to go back in
Mrs. Lager's classroom
and was yelling and
blocking the door to Mrs.
Lager's classroom. She
was given the choice of
Mrs. Lager's room or
break. ___ chose break.
12:12- ___ was laying on
top of the desk at her
break spot. Mrs.
Eisnemenger said "thank
you for being pink". ___
said "I am not going back
to Mrs. Lager's room".
12:14- Mrs. Eisenmenger
checked in with ___. ___
said Mrs. Lager's room
was " It's too boring" and
then said "I don't care if I
push" and then began
pushing Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Eisenmenger ignored and
walked away. ___ began
to hit Mrs. Eisenmenger
and then grabbed her
hood and was pulling her
hood back and not letting
1:45:00 PM go.

A break was given. Praise
for being pink was given.
Check in. Planned
ignoring.

2/28/2019 11:19:39

2/27/2019

8:30:00 AM

___ did not want to go to
9:02:00 AM breakfast

___ was given a reminder
of the expectation. She
was told she needed to sit
for 5 minutes of breakfast
and then she would go to
her special. First, then
language was used. Her
schedule was referenced.
Pink and red terms were
used.

3/1/2019 8:04:54

2/27/2019

12:45:00 PM

reward of checking Mrs.
Anderson's mailbox. She
did not want to leave Mrs.
Anderson's classroom to
do reading. She was
given the option of
reading in Mrs.
Anderson's room or Mrs.
Lager's room. ___ started
hitting Mrs. Esienmenger.
She repeatedly hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger and said "I
don't care if I'm hitting".
She was reminded of the
expectation and she said
"no". Mrs. Bilek arrived to
help. ___ was pulling
things off of student
lockers and yelling "I just
want to do nothing". At
12:30 she was asked if
she was pink, ___ yelled
"no!" and then walked up
and hit Mrs. Eisenmenger
several times. Cynthia
Johnson arrived and told
___ "use safe hands". At
12:35 Megan Hunter
arrived and let ___ help
her for a few minutes and
then walked ___ to class.
1:44:00 PM ___ began to play with

Planned ignoring,
redirected, choice,
expectations given,
frequent rewards, first..
then language

at

3/1/2019 8:41:01

2/27/2019

2:25:00 PM

She was then directed to
look at her schedule. ___
said "no, I'm going
somewhere else". Mrs.
Hunter said "that's
choosing red". ___
walked away and went
into mentor room. ___
shut the door, Mrs.
Hunter opened the door.
___ threw paper towels
on the floor and then said
"I'm going to play a
game". Mrs. Anderson
was visible down the hall
and ___ ran at Mrs.
Anderson and yelled at
her to "stay away". ___
then ran towards the
music room. She began
to pretend that she was
talking on the phone. She
walked up to Mrs.
Eisenmenger and pushed
her and then said "how
about you guys go to the
office". She then hit Mrs.
Hunter and Mrs.
Eisenmenger. At 1:57 she
3:00:00 PM was sitting on the floor

Use of reset room,
planned ignoring, directed
to schedule, use of
pink/red language,

3/1/2019 10:34:16

2/28/2019

1:25:00 PM

j
finished her reward of
calling ___. ___ wanted to
go to the office to take
tylenol. She was directed
to Mrs. Lager's room and
then began hitting Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Collman was in the
hallway and asked ___ to
stop. ___ then hit Mrs.
Collman multiple times.
___ was directed to her
break area. She walked
up and hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger and then
began closing the hallway
doors. She continued to
approach and hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman and then began
to stop on Mrs.
Eisenmenger's foot and
kick her. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman walked away.
___ followed them and
continued to him both
teachers multiple times.
At 12:45 they walked
back towards break hall.
___ asked Mrs. E for a
2:18:00 PM library book. Mrs. E told

Break offered, first.. then
language used, use of
timers, planned ignoring,
wait time given,

3/1/2019 11:17:18

2/28/2019

2:20:00 PM

___ had exited the reset
room. She appeared pink
and let Mrs. Collman help
her put her braces back
on. Mrs. Collman, Mrs.
Anderson, and ___ are
walking down the hallway
past third grade
classrooms going out for
recess. ___ hit Mrs.
Anderson on the back
and then turned and hit
Mrs. Collman. We walked
back to the rest room.
___ refused to go in so
we stood outside the
room and ignored. ___ is
throwing hand sanitizer
on the floor and said "I'm Use or reset room, social
stories read
2:36:00 PM gonna make this slick".

3/4/2019 11:01:26

3/4/2019

8:25:00 AM

___ has struggled
transitioning to school
over the past week and a
half. She has high anxiety
separating from her
mother. When she does
not get on the bus in the
morning, mother drives
her to school. Very often
there will be a meltdown
between transitioning her
from mom to the
classroom. Today ___
had a meltdown in the
office where she started
kicking and throwing a
chair and desk. She
climbed up a stack of
copy paper and got on top
of the counter top where
she was grabbing the
cabinet drawers and was
being very unsafe. I was
worried she would fall of
the counter top and hurt
herself. This is when I
decided to grab her and
8:30:00 AM restrain her.

I tried to connect with ___
as there was a
Kindergarten assembly
going on later in the
morning. I was going to
show her the props. My
attempt at deflecting her
attention was
unsuccessful. She ran
behind the door in the
office into the area where
the xerox machine is.

3/6/2019 9:57:43

3/6/2019 10:39:09

3/5/2019

3/5/2019

12:26:00 PM

2:05:00 PM

12:12- ___ did not want to
work on reading. ___
asked if she could work in
Mrs. Anderson's room
and Mrs. Esienmenger
said yes. ___ then
grabbed Mrs.
Eisenmenger's pencil and
began scribbling on Mrs.
Planned ignoring,
Eisenmenger's paper.
redirected, pink/red chart
She then began to hit
referenced, break offered
12:42:00 PM Mrs. Eisenmenger.
1:45- ___ was offered the
bathroom, she did not
want to go with staff help
and did not want to bring
her bathroom supplies in
the bathroom with her.
She was told if she was
going to the bathroom
she needed to bring her
supplies. She then hit and
yelled at Mrs.
Choice, reminder of
expectations
2:20:00 PM Eisenmenger.

3/7/2019 11:08:31

3/6/2019

1:19:00 PM

It was time for
News2You, ___ picked to
complete this activity in
Mrs. Anderson's room. As
they walked up to Mrs.
Anderson's classroom
door, ___ hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger. ___ began
to grab and kick at Mrs.
2:12:00 PM Eisenmenger.

Choices given of what
location she wants to
complete the activity,
earned reward for being
pink during previous
activity- ___ chose line
leader pass.

3/7/2019 11:40:39

3/6/2019

2:28:00 PM

2:25- ___ just finished
News2You. It was time
for the bathroom. She
said she wanted to go.
She put her arms around
Mrs. Eisenmenger,
hugging her roughly from
behind and would not let
go. She then hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger on the
back. Mrs. Collman joined
and released ___'s grip.
___ hit Mrs. Collman and
would not let go of Mrs.
Eisenmenger's
sweatshirt. ___ hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger again. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman began to walk to
the reset room. Mrs.
Bollman walked out of her
classroom to get students
and ___ pushed her and
yelled at her. ___ then ran
into a door because she
was looking at Mrs.
Prompts to let go,
Bollman.
pink/red book referenced
2:57:00 PM

3/8/2019 12:56:24

3/7/2019

9:15:00 AM

___ just finished her
reward of calling ___. She
wanted to make another
phone call and then hit
Jessica Eisenmenger.
Sara Collman
approached to help and Rewards, given
she began to hit and grab expectation, directed to
schedule
10:17:00 AM their shirts.

3/11/2019 13:39:58

3/7/2019

12:22:00 PM

12:15- time for reading in
Mrs. Anderson's room.
___ is drawing on her
paper and not reading.
She was prompted to
read. ___ said "I'm not
going to work" and then
hit Mrs. Eisenmenger.
Sara Collman came to
assist. ___ continued to
Direction given, reminder
hit. They began to walk
of expectations, prompt
12:47:00 PM towards reset room.

3/11/2019 14:06:02

3/7/2019

1:26:00 PM

___ had just finished
calling mom for a reward.
It was time for News2You
and they began to walk
towards Mrs. Lager's
room. ___ started to hit
Mrs. Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Collman joined. ___
continued hitting. They
began to walk towards the Rewards, schedule,
reminder of expectations
2:31:00 PM reset room.

3/12/2019 19:29:46

3/12/2019

10:50:00 AM

___ was refusing to work
on math. She was given
several reminders but
refused to do math. Math
time was over and Mrs.
Eisenmenger directed her
to the next activity on her
schedule. ___ yelled "I
want to do math" and ___
Reminders, directions
tried to stab Mrs.
given, directed to
Esienmenger with her
schedule
11:05:00 AM pencil twice.

3/12/2019 19:45:26

3/12/2019

1:21:00 PM

reward of calling ___. It
was time to work in Mrs.
Lager's room for buddy
read or RAZ kids. ___
refused to go to class and
walked to the reset room.
She was reminded it was
time to work. ___ said
"I'm going to hit you" and
ran up to Mrs.
Eisenmenger and hit and
kicked her. Mrs.
Eisenmenger began to
walk towards Mrs.
Anderson's room and
Mrs. Johnson was in the
hallway. ___ began
talking on her hand like
she was on the phone.
12:43- ___ is still talking
on her hand like she is on
the phone
12:50- ___ is given
choices of a break or
yoga, she says "shh" and
begins to play school.
12:56- ___ is given the
choice of break or yoga,
___ said "no" and
rewards used, reminder
continued to talk on her
of expectations, choices
hand.
given, planned ignoring
1:35:00 PM 1:02- ___ went to her

3/12/2019 19:55:06

3/12/2019

2:01:00 PM

y
the reset room. She
refused to go to recess
and is roaming the halls
and talking to herself. She
is pretending to teach and
is announcing busses.
Mrs. Eisenmenger says
"feeling pink or red?" ___
says "red" ___ is given
choices of a break or
yoga. ___ says "no, I'm
staying here"
1:50- ___ is still
pretending to announce
busses. ___ is offered
choice of break of yoga.
1:52- Mrs. Anderson
arrived and asked "___
are you ready for
bathroom or snack?" ___
refuses and runs to Mrs.
Anderson's room. ___
enters the classroom and
closes the door, trying to
lock the teachers out.
1:57- ___ is kicking Mrs.
Bilek and hitting
2:01- enter reset room
2:05- the timer has gone
off and ___ appears pink. Use of reset room,
They read social stories pink/red referenced, given
choices
2:05:00 PM and exit

3/12/2019 22:45:20

3/14/2019 21:45:11

3/11/2019

3/13/2019

12:00:00 PM

___ left Math class when I
was talking in the halls
with another student. He
looked upset, but did not
communicate what had
occurred. After sitting inbetween a locker and a
door in the 7th grade
hallway, ___ went to the
office outside of Mrs.
Kyle's office where he sat
in a corner. He created a
border using a trashcan
and a chair, but most of
12:15:00 PM his body was still visible.

10:33:00 AM

10:10- ___ was working in
Mrs. Anderson's room on
money. ___ was refusing
to work. She was given
the choice of math or
break. ___ began poking
Mrs. Eisenmenger in the
face and then started to
write on the tables and
chairs. ___ then threw a Expectation reminders,
choices, break offered
11:00:00 AM pencil at Mrs. Collman.

I gave ___ space and
time away. I also moved
the trash can and chair
away from his body to
ensure that I could see
him completely. I also
continuously tried to
figure out what had
occurred that had made
him so upset through
verbal communication.

3/14/2019 21:54:49

3/14/2019

10:30:00 AM

___ just finished her
reward of calling ___. She
wanted to call again and
then hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger. She tried to
shove the hall chair into
Mrs. Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Collman arrived and ___
began to hit Mrs.
Collman. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Reward, directed to
Collman began to walk
schedule
11:00:00 AM towards reset room.

3/26/2019 15:45:32

3/26/2019

11:55:00 AM

___ came up to the office
from ELA where he had
apparently gotten upset
and was trying to break
his glasses. He sat
outside my office and
started banging his head
on the wall. After he got
calmed down he went to
play basketball with a few
other students. Later he
came back after the
period was over and said
he hurt his foot playing
basketball. I told him we
could get ice or call his
mom but that I had no
way of telling what was
wrong with it. After a few
minutes he started
banging his head on my
1:00:00 PM table.

I used my arm/hand to
cushion his head from
hitting the wall. Tried to
encourage him to breathe
and to use his words to let
me know what he
needed. Used calming
tones and words.

3/26/2019 16:44:30

3/26/2019

12:25:00 PM

Just finished reward of
cleaning table. Refusing
to work or follow
directions. Refusing to
leave teacher area of
1:47:00 PM Mrs. Allison's room.

Directions given, choices
given, break offered

3/27/2019 11:33:10

3/26/2019

1:50:00 PM

Bathroom refusal.
Custodian asked for
___'s. Students in hall.
Mrs. Collman needed to
report info to a teacher.
___ was going over
reading cards. Mrs.
Collman was back after 2
mins. ___ wouldn't quit
reading the cards. She
left the area with the
stack of cards and
headed to the Art hall.
___ followed Mrs Collman
and Mrs Eisenmenger to
the bathroom area. She
said "No" to the bathroom
and began to climb onto
the desks in the hall and
refused to get down. She
started singing. 2:10 Mrs.
Eisenmenger offered ___
the choice of using the
bathroom or a break. 2:12
___ left the area and Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs
Collman observed from a
distance. ___ ran up to
Mrs Eisenmenger and
Mrs Collman and then ran
back down the hall. ___ Direction given, choices
given
2:28:00 PM ran back up the hall,

3/27/2019 16:20:54

3/27/2019

10:14:00 AM

A new ABC chart was
started because ___ did
not return to class
appropriately. She tried to
block Mrs Eisenmenger
from entering Mrs.
Lager.'s classroom.
Refused to sit at the desk
after several prompts
from Mrs Eisenmenger
and Mrs Lager. Refused
to work. 5 minutes of
Splash Math or a break
time were offered. ___ left
the room. ___ began
hitting Mrs. Eisenmenger
Direction given, options
and pushing. Mrs
10:27:00 AM Collman came to assist. given

3/27/2019 16:43:20

3/27/2019

10:30:00 AM

10:30 Mrs. Eisenmenger
just finished reading
social stories to ___ after
being in the reset room.
She circled red on her
pink chart and said,
"Splash Math is boring.
I'm not doing Math". She
walked out of reset and
tried to leave the hall
while she was yelling at
Mrs. Collman and Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Eisenmenger offered a
break time or Splash
Math. ___ argued and
Mrs Eisenmenger said
"We need to take a
break". ___ was in the
doorway of the reset
room pushing at Mrs.
Collman. ___ was
pushing her foot onto
Mrs. Eisenmenger's foot.
___ was pointing her
finger and putting her
hand in Mrs. Collman's
face.
10:44 ___ sat in the reset Options given, reminder
10:57:00 AM room. The timer was set. to take a needed break

3/27/2019 17:25:17

3/27/2019

12:33:00 PM

j
working with Mrs.
Hitchens. ___ had been
pink with her. In Mrs.
Lager's room, she had
time for Razz Kids or Epic
Reels on the
chromebook. ___ said,
"I'm not doing that" and
left the room without
permission. ___ walked
to Mrs. Anderson's door
where another student
was taking a break.
12:38 She was reminded
of the expectation to sit at
the break area or do
yoga. She ignored the
reminder and started
talking to the other
student.
12:42 She was reminded
of the expectation to use
the break spot. ___ was
trying to play teacher to
the other student telling
them what they needed to
do.
12:47 The timer went off
and ___ headed to Mrs.
Lager's room. Mrs.
Eisenmenger went over
2:16:00 PM the schedule with her and

Reminded of expectation
to sit at the break area or
do yoga. ___ ignored the
reminder and started
talking to the other
student.
She was reminded
multiple times.
Given options multiple
times.

3/28/2019 14:16:43

3/28/2019

9:10:00 AM

9:10 ___ had just finished
her reward of calling Dad.
She was upset that she's
not car pick up today. ___
started kicking Mrs.
Eisenmenger and
grabbing Mrs.
Eisenmenger's arm with
enough force to leave
finger marks. She
slapped Mrs.
Eisenmenger's arm and
hit her multiple times on
her back. Mrs. Collman
came to assist and began
walking towards the reset
room. ___ refused to take
a break and argued a lot
about the car pickup after
school. ___ said, "Dad
Expectations reviewed,
usually picks me up on
break offered
9:40:00 AM Thursday".

3/28/2019 16:09:39

3/28/2019

1:00:00 PM

4/2/2019 16:18:53

4/2/2019

11:10:00 AM

j
minutes of staying at her
desk for Epic Reads. Mrs.
Eisenmenger praised ___
for doing such a great job
with her work. Mrs.
Eisenmenger asked ___
to put away her
chromebook and then
they would go over her
pink chart. ___ said, "You
put away chromebook".
___ left Mrs. Lager's
room without permission.
Mrs. Eisenmenger spoke
to ___ in the hall and
reminded her of the
expectation to always ask
a teacher if she can leave
the classroom. ___ said,
"I don't want to mark red".
Mrs. Eisenmenger asked,
"Did you have a kind
body, kind voice, and kind
words?" ___ said, "Yes".
Mrs. Eisenmenger said,
"Then we can still mark
pink but just no reward".
___ left the area and ran
down the hall to Mrs.
Reminded of expectations
Anderson's door. Then
she ran into the bathroom multiple times, options
offered multiple
times
near Mrs. Dyer's class.
1:58:00 PM ___
g
towards his goal for the
1:00:00 PM either of his essentials

4/16/2019 14:33:25

4/16/2019

9:32:00 AM

9:32 ___ refused to leave
room 43. Climbing on
tables. Hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger in the face
with force. Threw paper
towels on floor. Hitting
Mrs. Collman and
pushing. ___ said, "I don't
want you to work with
anyone else. You quit
Directions given, Options
them."
given
10:00:00 AM

4/17/2019 10:10:44

4/16/2019

12:30:00 PM

___ refused to go to P.E.
(3rd hour) and then called
his Mom to see if she
could bring him a LEGO
that he wanted to school.
When she said no, this
upset him. He then
refused to go to Art (4th
hour), as well as to
participate in Math (5th &
6th period). When it was
time to leave Mr. Fox's
room, 12:00PM, it was
difficult to get him to leave
because he knew that he
had not earned basketball
in the Orange gym.
Eventually, he made it to
the Orange gym, where
he started banging his
head on the fire
extinguisher. Eventually,
he left the Orange gym
and went to the office
outside of Mrs. Kyle's
where he began selfinjurious behavior with
12:50:00 PM headbanging.

As mentioned in the last
restraint paperwork that
was filed, one approach
that Mr. Fox & Mrs. Kyle
would undertake to avoid
needing to restrain ___
was to move him to Mrs.
Kyle's couch where he
could be cushioned and
safe. Thus, Mr. Fox and
Mrs. Kyle attempted to
move him using a twoperson maneuver to get
him to the couch.
Additionally, de-escalation
techniques were used
during periods 3, 4, 5, and
6, such as giving ___ time
and space alone/away
from people, Mr. Fox
provided ___ with paper
to write out his
thoughts/wants/needs,
and Mr. Fox outlined what
consequences would
result from ___'s actions
in anticipation of where he
was headed behaviorally.

4/23/2019 15:36:30

4/23/2019

12:33:00 PM

___ went into the
teacher's area and was
sitting in the teacher's
chair and touching the
teacher's property. Mrs.
Eisenmenger was giving
___ preferred options and
___ hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger. ___ started
pushing and shutting the
fire doors. She hit Mrs.
Collman and she ran into
the bathroom and started
climbing on the desks.
She took Mrs. Collman's
water bottle and threww it
on the floor and against
the wall. She grabbed
Mrs. Collman and Mrs.
Eisnemenger clothing.
She started playing in the
water fountain. She hit
Mrs. Collman in the back Preferred activity choices
given
1:19:00 PM with force.

4/24/2019 15:29:09

4/24/2019 15:46:40

4/24/2019

4/24/2019

3:00:00 PM

Student refused to leave
school and get on bus.
Two staff members held
each hand and walked
him out. He refused to sit
in his seat on the bus. He
then ran off the bus and
out into the car pick up
area. 4 staff members
surrounded him outside
and walked him back into
the building. We came to
the isolation room while
Choice for how to get to
contacting the parent to
bus.
3:30:00 PM come to school.

10:30:00 AM

Student had matchbox toy
and refused to be at
reading table. Crawling
around classroom on the Teacher used verbal
redirection, choices, take
floor and hiding under
a break.
1:00:00 PM desks.

4/26/2019 15:38:23

4/29/2019 14:47:55

4/26/2019

4/29/2019

10:15:00 AM

9:00:00 AM

10:15 ___ had been
helping Mrs. Lager hand
out papers. ___ told the
teacher's she needed to
use the bathroom. In the
hall, ___ was upset that
she left helping the
teacher. Mrs. Collman
arrived. ___ was pushing,
kicking notebooks and
lockers. She pushed Mrs.
Collman into the wall and
pulled the bathroom sign
down. She was hitting,
crying and slamming the
door. She was kicking
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman and
grabbing Mrs.
Eisenmenger. ___ was
kicking and hitting Mrs.
Preferred choices given
11:03:00 AM Schickedanz.

Called to classroom as
student was noncompliant
and going around the
room pulling students
pencils our of their hands
and throwing them.
Grabbed two different
students and twisted their Verbal redirection,
choices
11:00:00 AM arms until it hurt.

4/30/2019 7:30:30

5/2/2019 8:32:58

5/7/2019 13:19:47

4/29/2019

5/1/2019

5/6/2019

12:20:00 PM

Student was noncompliant and began
destroying student
property and trying to hurt
them. Teacher removed
other students from the
3:00:00 PM room for safety reasons.

Time and space.
Distraction.
Conversations about the
Avenger movie.

12:05:00 PM

___ was upset that she
didn't get the yearbook.
She was grabbing Mrs.
Eisenmenger and items in
Mrs. Lager's room. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Hitchins in the hall with
___. ___ was grabbing
Mrs. Eisenmenger's
Reminded of options,
clothing and refusing to
directed
12:37:00 PM let go.

11:30:00 AM

Became mad at a student
in class over dry erase
markers. Started saying
mean and threatening
things in line down to
lunch. Victim was crying.
While in lunch room he
pushed this student into a
glass door because he
was mad he was in front
Social
of him in line. Social
Conference
and
apology.
Conference/Apology
3:00:00 PM

5/9/2019 11:28:14

5/9/2019 14:39:39

5/14/2019 14:38:31

5/9/2019

5/9/2019

5/14/2019

9:00:00 AM

Walking around
classroom breaking other
students school supplies.
Throwing school supplies
at students in classroom
and yelling at students
2:00:00 PM loudly in their face.

2:00:00 PM

Verbal redirection,
Re-entry back into
choices, take a break with
classroom 40 min. prior to breathing card in
classroom
3:00:00 PM event.

1:00:00 PM

___ had a BM but refused
the bathroom. She hit
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman. She
pursued them hitting and
throwing paper towels at
them. She was yelling
and hitting at Mrs. E and
Mrs. C in the hall
continuing to refuse help
First/then directions given
1:20:00 PM in bathroom.

Verbal redirect, take a
break in the classroom,
choice to do work in
private location.

5/18/2019 16:58:17

5/17/2019

3:30:00 PM

___ was upset because
Mr. Fox had reprimanded
him for a comment that
he made to/about another
student. This triggered a
behavioral downturn for
___. At various times
before and after the bell
rang, he left class/the
building and hid from Mr.
Fox. He also snapped his
glasses. After he had
missed his bus, ___ was
committed to walking
home and tried to run
away from school staff.
This became dangerous
as he was moving around
the entire width of the
sidewalk, even stepping
into Main Street if he felt
3:50:00 PM he needed to.

y
comment was made, Mr.
Fox told ___ to go sit in
the hall. Mr. Fox brought
___ back in and began
talking with him about his
comment. ___ then
ripped up his paper that
he was drawing on and
then snapped his glasses
in half. At this point, Mr.
Fox determined that ___
would not be riding the
bus to Middletown. Mr.
Fox eventually got ahold
of Mrs. Paris, and she
said that she would come
to MSJH to pick up ___.
At this point, ___ was
hiding under Mrs. Kyle's
desk. He then ran out the
front doors and was
walking away from Mrs.
Kyle telling him to come
back, down Main street.
At this point Mr. Fox
found him again and he
and Mrs. Kyle tried to
make wall that he would
not get past. He tried
running through/around
many times. After he took
a few steps into the

5/29/2019 13:53:51

5/21/2019

9:42:00 AM

g
with Mr. Kirby. He was
making up work on a
project, but Mr. Kirby was
pacing him by having him
do 1 page of work and
then he could have a
break. After ___ did his
first page of work, he took
a 10 minute break, but
was unable to transition
back from the break.
Simply put, he wanted to
continue his own story
and he did not want to
work on the project. Mr.
Kirby gave him space and
some additional time, but
at 9:20am ___ was not
listening to Mr. Kirby
anymore and put his head
down and closed his ears.
Mr. Fox & Mr. Kirby
switched, and Mr. Fox sat
down with ___ and
explained that this is the
expectation and the was
still working to earn his
incentive the following
day. This did not please
___, who then turned
away from Mr. Fox. Mr.
10:15:00 AM Fox walked away to work

Time and space away
from adults, verbal
detailing of expectations,
a break after completed
work for a preferred
activity, was offered pen
and paper to write his
feelings/wants/needs,
was encouraged to just
lay on the couch and
relax/sleep.

Description of the
incident/ student’s
behavior that led to the
restrictive intervention:

A log of the student's
behavior in isolated time
out or during physical
Description of the incident restraint, including a
and/or student behavior description of the restraint
techniques used and any Description of any injuries
that resulted in isolated
other interaction between (students, staff, or others)
time out or physical
restraint:
the student and staff:
or property damage:

Screaming and kicking
furniture. Staff called Mr.
Starwalt to assist. ___
began throwing
classroom chairs (4-5),
several at Mrs.
Schickedanz. Yelled "It's
all your fault!" at Mrs.
Schickedanz while
pointing at her. Mr.
Starwalt arrived and tried
to de-escalate. ___
kicked and hit (open
hand) Mr. Starwalt
multiple times (~10 each).
Mr. Starwalt escorted ___
to isolated time out.
See above.

Escorted to isolated time
out. In isolated time out
2:39 - 2:52 p.m. During
time out kicking wall/door,
using boot to hit glass on
door, pounding door with
fist, screaming, showing
middle fingers to staff,
pulling on door.

Description of any
planned approach to
dealing with the student's
behavior in the future:

Mr. Starwalt was hit with
an open hand and kicked
approximately ten times
Continue implementing
each. No marks were
left. No property damage. behavior plan.

9:52- she entered the
reset room.
10:15- hitting and kicking
door
10:19- staff entered reset
room to talk to her
10:25- ___ threatened to
kick staff, she pulled at
staffs lanyard and pushed
staff
10:30- Staff re-entered
room and read social
stories to her
___ was yelling, hitting
___ was yelling, hitting
10:35- ___ left the reset Staff were hit multiple
staff, charging staff,
staff, charging staff,
times in the stomach and
room
back. ___ grabbed at staff
pulling on staff clothing,
pulling on staff clothing,
pulling staff hair, grabbing pulling staff hair, grabbing The behavior continued
clothing and would not let
and holding on to staff
and holding on to staff
outside of the reset room go. ___ pushed staff in
clothing.
clothing.
until lunch at 11.
the stomach and back.
Conducting an FBA.

When in the physical
restraint, ___ began
attempting to bite and/or
scratch school staff.
School staff did their best
to use CPI techniques,
but ___ had cornered
___ started deliberately
himself prior to the
banging his head against
restraint, so ultimately we
the wall. In an effort to
tried to position ourselves
keep his head safe, ___
anyway we could to keep
then hit himself in the
his head safe. While in
head and used his knees ___ began to commit self- the restraint, school staff
to knock into his head. It harm through selfused verbal reminders
injurious behavior
was at this point that a
such as "you are okay,
(deliberate head banging everything is okay" in an
restrictive intervention
against an incredibly hard attempt to calm him
was used to keep ___'s
head safe.
surface).
down.

Before engaging in a
physical restraint, I will
No true injuries or
make sure that I try to use
property damage, but ___ soft objects (pillows,
did bite Mr. Fox multiple blankets etc), to cushion
times (but did not break
___ so that he does not
skin).
hurt himself.

floor in the reset room
and remained quiet.
12:50- Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered the room to try to
read social story. ___
She began to hit Mrs.
She began to hit Mrs.
yelled "no" and Mrs.
Collman and Mrs.
Collman and Mrs.
Eisenmenger walked out.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
___ hit Mrs. Eisenmenger
Anderson's classroom
Anderson's classroom
while the door was open.
door was shut and ___
door was shut and ___
12:53- ___ yelled "I don't
was banging on the door was banging on the door want you hear" to Mrs.
Hunter and Mrs. Johnson.
and yelling. She began
and yelling. She began
She yelled "go away",
hitting and kicking Mrs.
hitting and kicking Mrs.
"why are you hear, go
Collman and Mrs.
Collman and Mrs.
Eisemenger. She kicked Eisemenger. She kicked away". ___ was offered
ice for her toe from Mrs.
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
hurt her toe and sat down hurt her toe and sat down Johnson.
12:55- ___ said "I don't
on the floor to take her
on the floor to take her
want you or you or you" to
sock and shoe off. Mrs.
sock and shoe off. Mrs.
Mrs. Johnson, Mrs.
Eisenmenger offered to
Eisenmenger offered to
help her with her toe. ___ help her with her toe. ___ Hunter, and Mrs. Uken.
Megan prompted her with
yelled at Mrs.
yelled at Mrs.
Eisenmenger and hit her Eisenmenger and hit her "first quiet then people
leave". ___ said "I don't
in the face and body
in the face and body
multiple times. ___ said multiple times. ___ said have to listen to you" and
"I'll hit you all day" and "I "I'll hit you all day" and "I hit and kicked Mrs.
need to find a place to hit need to find a place to hit Hunter.
12:58- ___ said "I don't
you". Teachers began
you". Teachers began
want you guys to stay out
turning away from and
turning away from and
longer"
ignoring ___, ___
ignoring ___, ___
1:00- Mrs. Hunter leaves. Staff were hit, pushed,
continued hitting Mrs.
continued hitting Mrs.
Eisennmenger.
Eisennmenger
___ is calm and quiet.
and kicked

Conducting an FBA

reward of making copies
with Mrs. Eisenmenger.
She refused to go back in
Mrs. Lager's classroom
and was yelling and
blocking the door to Mrs.
Lager's classroom. She
was given the choice of
Mrs. Lager's room or
break. ___ chose break.
12:12- ___ was laying on
top of the desk at her
break spot. Mrs.
Eisnemenger said "thank
you for being pink". ___
said "I am not going back
to Mrs. Lager's room".
12:14- Mrs. Eisenmenger
checked in with ___. ___
said Mrs. Lager's room
was " It's too boring" and
then said "I don't care if I
push" and then began
pushing Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Eisenmenger ignored and
walked away. ___ began
to hit Mrs. Eisenmenger
and then grabbed her
hood and was pulling her
hood back and not letting
go.

reward of making copies
with Mrs. Eisenmenger.
She refused to go back in
Mrs. Lager's classroom
and was yelling and
blocking the door to Mrs.
Lager's classroom. She
was given the choice of
Mrs. Lager's room or
break. ___ chose break.
12:12- ___ was laying on
top of the desk at her
break spot. Mrs.
Eisnemenger said "thank
you for being pink". ___
said "I am not going back
to Mrs. Lager's room".
12:14- Mrs. Eisenmenger
checked in with ___. ___
said Mrs. Lager's room
was " It's too boring" and
then said "I don't care if I
push" and then began
pushing Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Eisenmenger ignored and
walked away. ___ began
to hit Mrs. Eisenmenger
and then grabbed her
hood and was pulling her
hood back and not letting
go.

reset room.
12:40- Mrs. Anderson
said "___ are you pink?"
___ responded "mhmm".
Mrs. Anderson said " if
you are pink sit down".
___ sat down and Mrs.
Eisenmenger entered.
___ yelled "don't shut the
door!" and began yelling
at Mrs. Eisenmenger.
Mrs. Eisenmenger exited
the reset room. ___ yelled
"I'm just joking" and
began banging on the
door. Mrs. Anderson said
"if you are pink sit down",
___ continued to yell and
bang on the door.
12:44- Mrs. Anderson
said "first sit", ___ sat
12:45- Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered the reset room.
___ began yelling that
she wanted Mrs.
Anderson. Mrs. Anderson
said "Mrs. E first. You
have to be pink for Mrs.
E". ___ began yelling and
stood up and threw her
shoe at Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.

A book was thrown at at
student. Mrs.
Eisenmenger was hit and
pushed. Her hood was
pulled back around her
neck. Mrs. Hitchens was
hit.
Conducting an FBA.

8:30- ___ did not want
breakfast. She began
hitting Jessica
Eisenmenger and hit her
multiple times. She tried
grabbing Mrs. Anderson.
She refused to sit down
for breakfast and
repeated hit Jessica
Eisenmenger. She was
yelling and pushing. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Anderson began walking
towards the reset room.
___ grabbed at Mrs.
Eisenmenger and said
"how do you like that?". At
8:43 ___ entered the
reset room. ___ sat down
and at 8:50 was able to
leave the reset room. She
left the reset room to eat
and a five minute timer
was set. ___ continued to
argue and stomp her foot
but did sit for the timer
and then went on to social
work.

8:30- ___ did not want
breakfast. She began
hitting Jessica
Eisenmenger and hit her
multiple times. She tried
grabbing Mrs. Anderson.
She refused to sit down
for breakfast and
repeated hit Jessica
Eisenmenger. She was
yelling and pushing. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Anderson began walking
towards the reset room.
___ grabbed at Mrs.
Eisenmenger and said
"how do you like that?". At
8:43 ___ entered the
reset room. ___ sat down
and at 8:50 was able to
leave the reset room. She
left the reset room to eat
and a five minute timer
was set. ___ continued to
argue and stomp her foot
but did sit for the timer
and then went on to social
work.

At 8:43 ___ entered the
reset room. ___ sat down Jessica Eisenmenger was
hit and grabbed multiple
and at 8:50 was able to
leave the reset room.
times.
Conducting an FBA

reward of checking Mrs.
Anderson's mailbox. She
did not want to leave Mrs.
Anderson's classroom to
do reading. She was
given the option of
reading in Mrs.
Anderson's room or Mrs.
Lager's room. ___ started
hitting Mrs. Esienmenger.
She repeatedly hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger and said "I
don't care if I'm hitting".
She was reminded of the
expectation and she said
"no". Mrs. Bilek arrived to
help. ___ was pulling
things off of student
lockers and yelling "I just
want to do nothing". At
12:30 she was asked if
she was pink, ___ yelled
"no!" and then walked up
and hit Mrs. Eisenmenger
several times. Cynthia
Johnson arrived and told
___ "use safe hands". At
12:35 Megan Hunter
arrived and let ___ help
her for a few minutes and
then walked ___ to class.
___ began to play with

reward of checking Mrs.
Anderson's mailbox. She
did not want to leave Mrs.
Anderson's classroom to
do reading. She was
given the option of
reading in Mrs.
Anderson's room or Mrs.
Lager's room. ___ started
hitting Mrs. Esienmenger.
She repeatedly hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger and said "I
don't care if I'm hitting".
She was reminded of the
expectation and she said
"no". Mrs. Bilek arrived to
help. ___ was pulling
things off of student
lockers and yelling "I just
want to do nothing". At
12:30 she was asked if
she was pink, ___ yelled
"no!" and then walked up
and hit Mrs. Eisenmenger
several times. Cynthia
Johnson arrived and told
___ "use safe hands". At
12:35 Megan Hunter
arrived and let ___ help
her for a few minutes and
then walked ___ to class.
___ began to play with

Hunter present as well.
___ is pulling all the tape
off the floor and walls and
staff are ignoring.
1:18- Mrs. Hunter says
"time to pick up", ___
says "no". Mrs. Hunter
said "if you are not
choosing to do what
you're supposed to do,
you are choosing red".
___ yelled "they can't tell
me what to do!"
1:23- Mrs. Hunger
entered reset room and
remained in the reset
room until 1:34
1:35- ___ said sorry to
Mrs. Eisenmenger. ___
was then asked by Mrs.
Hunter to pick up the
tape. ___ said "no". Mrs.
Hunter said "red is no,
pink is picking up tape".
___ said "fine, I''ll throw it
at her" and then threw the
tape at Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Eisenmenger left the
reset room.
1:44- ___ picked up the
tape and put it in the

Hitting, kicking, and
pushing Mrs.
Eisenmenger
Hitting Mrs. Johnson
Pulled Mrs.Eisenmenger's
Conducting an FBA
hair

look at her schedule. ___
said "no, I'm going
somewhere else". Mrs.
Hunter said "that's
choosing red". ___
walked away and went
into mentor room. ___
shut the door, Mrs.
Hunter opened the door.
___ threw paper towels
on the floor and then said
"I'm going to play a
game". Mrs. Anderson
was visible down the hall
and ___ ran at Mrs.
Anderson and yelled at
her to "stay away". ___
then ran towards the
music room. She began
to pretend that she was
talking on the phone. She
walked up to Mrs.
Eisenmenger and pushed
her and then said "how
about you guys go to the
office". She then hit Mrs.
Hunter and Mrs.
Eisenmenger. At 1:57 she
was sitting on the floor
and said "go away". Mrs
Hunter said "you are
choosing red". Mrs.

look at her schedule. ___
said "no, I'm going
somewhere else". Mrs.
Hunter said "that's
choosing red". ___
walked away and went
into mentor room. ___
shut the door, Mrs.
Hunter opened the door.
___ threw paper towels
on the floor and then said
"I'm going to play a
game". Mrs. Anderson
was visible down the hall
and ___ ran at Mrs.
Anderson and yelled at
her to "stay away". ___
then ran towards the
music room. She began
to pretend that she was
talking on the phone. She
walked up to Mrs.
Eisenmenger and pushed
her and then said "how
about you guys go to the
office". She then hit Mrs.
Hunter and Mrs.
Eisenmenger. At 1:57 she
was sitting on the floor
and said "go away". Mrs
Hunter said "you are
choosing red". Mrs.

y
Eisenmenger and then
yelled at Cynthia Johnson
"keep your hands to
yourself". ___ is
repeatedly opening the
reset room door and
making comments to
staff. At 2:32 she tried to
exit the reset room. She
is pulling on the door and
banging on the reset
room window. At 2:34 she
pulled Cynthia Johnson's
badge off. She then said
she had to go to the
bathroom. Mrs. Johnson
is talking to ___. At 2:36
___ began playing
teacher in the reset room.
At 2:38 she walked up to
Mrs. Johnson and hit her.
At 2:42 ___ appeared
pink and Mrs.
Eisenmenger tried to go
in to read social stories
with ___. ___ yelled and
grabbed at her paper so
Mrs. Eisenmenger exited
the reset room. At 2:44
___ appeared pink so
Mrs. Johnson entered the
reset room to read with

Pulling on staff clothing,
kicking, hitting, and
pushing Mrs. Hunter, hit
Mrs. Johnson, pushing
and hitting Mrs.
Eisenmenger

Conducting an FBA

j
finished her reward of
calling ___. ___ wanted to
go to the office to take
tylenol. She was directed
to Mrs. Lager's room and
then began hitting Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Collman was in the
hallway and asked ___ to
stop. ___ then hit Mrs.
Collman multiple times.
___ was directed to her
break area. She walked
up and hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger and then
began closing the hallway
doors. She continued to
approach and hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman and then began
to stop on Mrs.
Eisenmenger's foot and
kick her. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman walked away.
___ followed them and
continued to him both
teachers multiple times.
At 12:45 they walked
back towards break hall.
___ asked Mrs. E for a
library book. Mrs. E told

j
finished her reward of
calling ___. ___ wanted to
go to the office to take
tylenol. She was directed
to Mrs. Lager's room and
then began hitting Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Collman was in the
hallway and asked ___ to
stop. ___ then hit Mrs.
Collman multiple times.
___ was directed to her
break area. She walked
up and hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger and then
began closing the hallway
doors. She continued to
approach and hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman and then began
to stop on Mrs.
Eisenmenger's foot and
kick her. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman walked away.
___ followed them and
continued to him both
teachers multiple times.
At 12:45 they walked
back towards break hall.
___ asked Mrs. E for a
library book. Mrs. E told

room banging on the
window. At 1:29 ___
appeared pink so Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman entered the room
to read her the social
stories. ___ said "I didn't
do anything wrong" and
then hit Mrs. Collman and
kicked the wall. She said
"I don't care if I hit them.
I'm canceling all your
friends." ___ continued to
hit and kick Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman multiple times
until they exited the room.
At 1:38 ___ was sitting
and a 3 minute visual
timer is set. ___ asked
"how much time is left?"
Mrs. Eisenmenger says
"2 minutes. The red part
gets smaller until the time
is up". ___ began yanking
on the door and we
moved the timer. Mrs.
Anderson said "we will set
the timer when you are
pink". ___ continued to
Teachers were hit,
pull on the door and is
crying and hitting the
kicked, pushed

Conducting an FBA

___ had exited the reset
room. She appeared pink
and let Mrs. Collman help
her put her braces back
on. Mrs. Collman, Mrs.
Anderson, and ___ are
walking down the hallway
past third grade
classrooms going out for
recess. ___ hit Mrs.
Anderson on the back
and then turned and hit
Mrs. Collman. We walked
back to the rest room.

___ had exited the reset
room. She appeared pink
and let Mrs. Collman help
her put her braces back
on. Mrs. Collman, Mrs.
Anderson, and ___ are
walking down the hallway
past third grade
classrooms going out for
recess. ___ hit Mrs.
Anderson on the back
and then turned and hit
Mrs. Collman. We walked
back to the rest room.

___ is in the reset room
and yelled "I want out".
Mrs. Hunter says "sit
quietly for two minutes,
then we can go out". At
2:23 the timer is set. Mrs.
Hunter says "your timer
has started". ___ began
tapping on the window.
Mrs. Hunter says "the
timer is almost done". ___
says "I want you to go
away". Mrs. Hunter says
"when you are quiet and
seated we will restart your
time". The timer is reset.
___ says "I want Mrs. E".
Mrs. Hunter says "shes
working with other kids".
Then she says "are you
pink?" ___ gives a
response but it was
unclear. Mrs. Hunter says
"Can I open this?". Mrs.
Collman enters the reset
room to read the pink/red
book. At 2:31 Mrs.
Collman has finished with
the social stories. ___
Mrs. Anderson was hit,
says "Mrs. Collman is
Mrs. Collman was hit,
being red" and then
blocked the door and then Mrs. Hunter was hit

Conducting an FBA

After kicking, yelling,
flipping a desk & chair,
and pulling a heating/AC
unit off the wall, she
climbed up a stack of
copy paper and was on
top of the counter top
pulling on the cabinet
drawers very unsafe.

g
behind and squatted
down on the floor where
she was on the ground in
front of me. I wrapped
my arms around her to
restrict her from hitting
me. She was pinching
my hands and arms and
saying let me go you jerk.
You are hurting me. I
calmly told her that I am
keeping her safe and
when she shows me she
is calm then I will let go.
Marissa Hill was there to
witness the restraint.
After 2 minutes of the
restraint the mother came
back into the office where
we were located. Mother
told ___ to stop hitting Mr.
Martin...why are you
doing this? The mother
told ___ she was going to
take her home. I asked if
she was sure that is what
I decided to put her in a
she wants to do. She
restraint when she was on said yes, so I let go of ___
top of the counter top
who then went to her
mother. While getting her
pulling on the cabinet
backpack and coat back
drawers. I felt she was
going to harm herself.
on to leave, ___ had a

I plan to see if Mom and
Dad can come in for a
There were no injuries to meeting to see if there is
staff or student. Property any information they can
was all picked up.
provide to why she is
behaving the way that she
Heating/AC unit was
placed back on the wall. is currently.

___ began to hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Sara
Collman came to assist.
___ hit and kicked Mrs.
Collman. Dawn Bilek
walked down the hallway
and ___ pushed Mrs.
Bilek. ___ then said "you
need to stand still so I can
hit you". She also said
"I'm not going to stop" as
she was hitting Mrs. Bilek.

___ began to hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Sara
Collman came to assist.
___ hit and kicked Mrs.
Collman. Dawn Bilek
walked down the hallway
and ___ pushed Mrs.
Bilek. ___ then said "you
need to stand still so I can
hit you". She also said
"I'm not going to stop" as
she was hitting Mrs. Bilek.

12:26- entered reset
room. At 12:31 ___ said
she feels pink. She was
told she needed to sit for
two minutes and then we
will read pink book. At
12:35 Mrs. Bilek read the
pink book to ___ in the
reset room. ___ said she
wanted Mrs. Anderson
and Mrs. Eisenmenger.
She also said "I'm
canceling reading".
Staff were hit and kicked. Conducting an FBA

___ continued to hit
Jessica Eisenmenger and
yelled at Sara Collman.
___ left the bathroom and
was shutting hall doors.
She was following Sara
Collman and Jessica
Eisenmenger, trying to hit
them. Hit Cynthia
Johnson as she was
walking by.

___ continued to hit
Jessica Eisenmenger and
yelled at Sara Collman.
___ left the bathroom and
was shutting hall doors.
She was following Sara
Collman and Jessica
Eisenmenger, trying to hit
them. Hit Cynthia
Johnson as she was
walking by.

2:05- entered reset room.
2:11- timer was set 3
times for her. Mrs.
Collman read to her the
pink and red book. 2:15___ is sitting on the floor
in the reset room and
began to work on reading.
About 2:20 ___ exited the
reset room.

___ hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger, Mrs.
Collman, and Mrs.
Johnson

Conducting an FBA

room. ___ asked if the
door can be open. Mrs.
Eisenmenger said when
she is pink the door can
be open. ___ hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger.
1:23- hitting the wall
1:25- kicking the door
1:27- hitting door
1:31- timer is set. ___
began kicking the door
again and trying to open
the door.
1:34- hitting door window
with hand, trying to pull
door open
1:36- ___ is sitting. A
timer is set. ___ starts to
argue
1:37- timer is reset
1:40- Mrs. Collman goes
___ began to grab and
___ began to grab and
in to read the social
kick at Mrs. Eisenmenger. kick at Mrs. Eisenmenger. stories
Sara Collman was called Sara Collman was called 1:41- ___ closed the door
and ___ hit Mrs. Collman and ___ hit Mrs. Collman on Mrs. Collman and tried
to lock her in the reset
and Mrs. Eisenmenger.
and Mrs. Eisenmenger.
room. Mrs. Collman
They began to walk
They began to walk
exited.
towards the reset room
towards the reset room
and ___ followed, trying and ___ followed, trying 1:45- ___ toook off her
to hit Mrs. Eisenmenger to hit Mrs. Eisenmenger shoes and braces
1:49- Mrs. Collman enters
the entire walk to the
the entire walk to the
reset room.
reset room.
the reset room to read her Teachers were hit, kicked Conducting FBA

She put her arms around
Mrs. Eisenmenger,
hugging her roughly from
behind and would not let
go. She then hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger on the
back. Mrs. Collman joined
and released ___'s grip.
___ hit Mrs. Collman and
would not let go of Mrs.
Eisenmenger's
sweatshirt. ___ hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger again. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman began to walk to
the reset room. Mrs.
Bollman walked out of her
classroom to get students
and ___ pushed her and
yelled at her. ___ then ran
into a door because she
was looking at Mrs.
Bollman.

She put her arms around
Mrs. Eisenmenger,
hugging her roughly from
behind and would not let
go. She then hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger on the
back. Mrs. Collman joined
and released ___'s grip.
___ hit Mrs. Collman and
would not let go of Mrs.
Eisenmenger's
sweatshirt. ___ hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger again. Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Collman began to walk to
the reset room. Mrs.
Bollman walked out of her
classroom to get students
and ___ pushed her and
yelled at her. ___ then ran
into a door because she
was looking at Mrs.
Bollman.

2:34- ___ is banging on
the door
2:35- ___ is asked to sit
so the timer can be set
2:36- ___ is banging on
the door and trying to
open the door
2:39- ___ is playing
teacher to pretend
students, timer is set
2:43- yelling, banging on
door
2:45- the timer is reset,
___ begins pulling on the
door
2:50- ___ starts doing
yoga and pushups
2:57- Sara Collman went
in to read social stories.
They were able to exit the Staff were hit and pulled
on and pushed
reset room

Conducting an FBA

___ is yelling at Mrs.
Eisenmenger. ___ said
"stop hitting me and
pushing me" but no one
was touching her.
9:29- Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered the reset room
and ___ threw a tissue at
her. ___ is banging on the
glass and yelling.
9:33- ___ is banging on
the glass
9:38- ___ is yelling that
she doesn't want a timer
9:44- timer is sent
9:51- Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered, ___ began hitting
her in the body and face
and kicking her. She
___ began to hit Mrs.
___ began to hit Mrs.
begins to scream and
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
fake cry.
Collman. She was
Collman. She was
9:55- ___ sat on the floor.
grabbing their clothing
grabbing their clothing
Mrs. Smith said "thank
and not letting go. Mrs.
and not letting go. Mrs.
you for sitting"
Collman had to use a
Collman had to use a
9:58- ___ is fake crying.
hand release multiple
hand release multiple
Megan Hunter is by the
times to get her to let go times to get her to let go door.
of Mrs. Eisenmenger. As of Mrs. Eisenmenger. As 10:01- ___ sat down. Mrs.
they walked to the reset they walked to the reset Smith said "good job" and
set the timer.
Mrs. Collman and Mrs.
room ___ was following
room ___ was following
10:04- Mrs. Eisenmenger Eisenmenger were hit,
them attempting to hit
them attempting to hit
them.
them.
went in and started to
kicked, and pulled on

Conducting an FBA

room
12:27- ___ is sitting and
the timer is set
12:30- Sara Collman
entered to read social
stories to ___
12:32- Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered, ___ yelled "I
don't like to have to come
in here" and began
yelling. Mrs. Eisenmenger
exited. ___ began
banging on the door.
12:35- Trying to open the
door, she is fake crying
and screaming. Cynthia
Johnson joined and told
___ "sit" and "when voice
quiet, safe hands, sit,
then we talk"
12:38- ___ yelled "stop
telling me what to do!"
12:40- Cynthia entered
the reset room. ___ said
"I'm going to throw my
___ said "I'm not going to ___ said "I'm not going to shoe at you". Mrs.
work" and then hit Mrs.
work" and then hit Mrs.
Johnson left the room,
Eisenmenger. Sara
Eisenmenger. Sara
___ threw her shoe.
Collman came to assist. Collman came to assist. 12:42- Mrs. Johnson
___ continued to hit. They ___ continued to hit. They entered the reset room,
began to walk towards
began to walk towards
___ said "you can't tell me Mrs. Eisenmenger and
reset room.
reset room.
Mrs. Collman were hit.
what to do"

Conducting FBA

room. ___ is fake crying
and trying to open the
door
1:39- timer is set
1:40- pulling on the door
1:51- Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered the reset room to
read social stories. ___
said "I did not hit", "I don't
care if I scare my class",
"I don't care if I hit my
teachers" and then hit
Mrs. Eisenemnger on the
leg, Mrs. Eisenmenger
left the room
1:57- ___ said "I feel pink
Mrs. E" ___ hit the wall
and took off her shoe and
hit the door
1:59- Mrs. Eisenmenger
took ___'s shoe out of the
___ had just finished
___ had just finished
reset room
calling mom for a reward. calling mom for a reward. 2:08- timer set
It was time for News2You It was time for News2You 2:13- Mrs. Eisenmenger
and they began to walk
and they began to walk
is reading ___ her social
towards Mrs. Lager's
towards Mrs. Lager's
stories
room. ___ started to hit
room. ___ started to hit
2:18- ___ shut the reset
Mrs. Eisenmenger. Mrs. Mrs. Eisenmenger. Mrs. room door and would not
move away from the door,
Collman joined. ___
Collman joined. ___
trying to lock Mrs.
continued hitting. They
continued hitting. They
began to walk towards the began to walk towards the Eisenmenger inside
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
2:21- timer set, ___
Mrs. Collman were hit
reset room.
reset room.

Conducting an FBA

___ yelled "I want to do
math" and tried to stab
Mrs. Eisenmenger with
her pencil twice. Mrs.
Eisenmenger removed
the pencil from ___'s
hand and ___ scratched
Mrs. Eisenmenger's face
and neck. Mrs. Collman
came to assist. ___ used
her math workbook to hit
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman. ___
continued to hit and yell
as Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman walked
away from her. ___d
followed them and
continued to hit and yell.

___d yelled "I want to do
math" and tried to stab
Mrs. Eisenmenger with
her pencil twice. Mrs.
Eisenmenger removed
the pencil from ___'s
hand and ___ scratched
Mrs. Eisenmenger's face
and neck. Mrs. Collman
came to assist. ___ used
her math workbook to hit
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman. ___
continued to hit and yell
as Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman walked
away from her. ___d
followed them and
continued to hit and yell.

room. ___ hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger as she was
closing the door. She was
then inside the room
pulling on the door and
yelling. She was given
reminder that when the
red is gone on the timer
she is all done.
11:02- Mrs. Johnson told
___ it was time for lunch.
___ said "I'm not going to
lunch"
11:03- Mrs. Johnson said
it was time for lunch. ___
said "I'm not going to
lunch"
11:04- ___ yelled "no
lunch! no recess!" and
refused to leave the reset
room.
11:05- Mrs. Johnson said
"first lunch, then recess"
___ said "nope". Mrs.
Anderson arrived and
said "we're all going to
lunch. ___ it is time for
lunch" and all the
teachers began to walk
towards the cafeteria. ___
followed the teachers and Mrs. Eisenmenger and
tried to continue hitting
Mrs. Collman were hit

Conducting an FBA

reward of calling ___. It
was time to work in Mrs.
Lager's room for buddy
read or RAZ kids. ___
refused to go to class and
walked to the reset room.
She was reminded it was
time to work. ___ said
"I'm going to hit you" and
ran up to Mrs.
Eisenmenger and hit and
kicked her. Mrs.
Eisenmenger began to
walk towards Mrs.
Anderson's room and
Mrs. Johnson was in the
hallway. ___ began
talking on her hand like
she was on the phone.
12:43- ___ is still talking
on her hand like she is on
the phone
12:50- ___ is given
choices of a break or
yoga, she says "shh" and
begins to play school.
12:56- ___ is given the
choice of break or yoga,
___ said "no" and
continued to talk on her
hand.
1:02- ___ went to her

reward of calling ___. It
was time to work in Mrs.
Lager's room for buddy
read or RAZ kids. ___
refused to go to class and
walked to the reset room.
She was reminded it was
time to work. ___ said
"I'm going to hit you" and
ran up to Mrs.
Eisenmenger and hit and
kicked her. Mrs.
Eisenmenger began to
walk towards Mrs.
Anderson's room and
Mrs. Johnson was in the
hallway. ___ began
talking on her hand like
she was on the phone.
12:43- ___ is still talking
on her hand like she is on
the phone
12:50- ___ is given
choices of a break or
yoga, she says "shh" and
begins to play school.
12:56- ___ is given the
choice of break or yoga,
___ said "no" and
continued to talk on her
hand.
1:02- ___ went to her

1:21- ___ is hitting and
pushing Mrs. Bilek as
they enter the reset room.
The door is shut. ___
takes her shoes off and
throws them at the door.
Mrs. Eisenmenger enters
to retrieve the shoe.
1:27- ___ yells "I'm
already pink!" and sits
down. A timer is set
1:32- ___ is laying on the
floor and says "I want my
pink book" Mrs.
Eisenmenger lets her
know when the timer
goes off they will read the
book
1:35- they read the book
and exit the reset room

Mrs. Eisenmenger was hit
and kicked, pushed
Mrs. Bilek- hit, kicked,
pushed
Conducting an FBA

y
the reset room. She
refused to go to recess
and is roaming the halls
and talking to herself. She
is pretending to teach and
is announcing busses.
Mrs. Eisenmenger says
"feeling pink or red?" ___
says "red" ___ is given
choices of a break or
yoga. ___ says "no, I'm
staying here"
1:50- ___ is still
pretending to announce
busses. ___ is offered
choice of break of yoga.
1:52- Mrs. Anderson
arrived and asked "___
are you ready for
bathroom or snack?" ___
refuses and runs to Mrs.
Anderson's room. ___
enters the classroom and
closes the door, trying to
lock the teachers out.
1:57- ___ is kicking Mrs.
Bilek and hitting
2:01- enter reset room
2:05- the timer has gone
off and ___ appears pink.
They read social stories
and exit

y
the reset room. She
refused to go to recess
and is roaming the halls
and talking to herself. She
is pretending to teach and
is announcing busses.
Mrs. Eisenmenger says
"feeling pink or red?" ___
says "red" ___ is given
choices of a break or
yoga. ___ says "no, I'm
staying here"
1:50- ___ is still
pretending to announce
busses. ___ is offered
choice of break of yoga.
1:52- Mrs. Anderson
arrived and asked "___
are you ready for
bathroom or snack?" ___
refuses and runs to Mrs.
Anderson's room. ___
enters the classroom and
closes the door, trying to
lock the teachers out.
1:57- ___ is kicking Mrs.
Bilek and hitting
2:01- enter reset room
2:05- the timer has gone
off and ___ appears pink.
They read social stories
and exit

2:01- enter reset room
2:05- the timer has gone
off and ___ appears pink.
They read social stories Mrs. Bilek is hit and
and exit
kicked

Conducting an FBA

I first intervened when
___ took a pencil and
repeatedly poked it into
his body. Here, my goal
was to remove the pencil
from his hands because
he refused to give it to me
and it became clear that
this behavior was
intentional. After I was in
control of the pencil, ___
began banging his head
very hard against multiple
surfaces (floor, knees,
wall, chair, table). It was
at this point that I

After I was in control of
the pencil, ___ began
banging his head very
hard against multiple
surfaces (floor, knees,
wall, chair, table). It was
at this point that I used a
CPI restraint to ensure
the safety of his head.

With Andrea Dunlap's
supervision, I carried ___
from outside of Mrs.
Kyle's office to her couch,
where I let him lay flat. I
felt that this was
beneficial for ___
because the couch is
quite cushiony, and I
would be able to protect
his head with a pillow as
opposed to a physical
restraint.
None.

10:33- entered the reset
room
10:40- timer set
10:41- ___ is spitting,
___ threw a pencil at Mrs. ___ threw a pencil at Mrs. yelling, and pulling on the
Collman. Mrs.
Collman. Mrs.
door handle
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
10:46- ___ is sitting, the
Collman exited the
Collman exited the
timer is set and put in a
classroom. ___ followed classroom. ___ followed place where she can see
and kicked Mrs. Collman and kicked Mrs. Collman 10:47- ___ kicking the
and then started hitting
and then started hitting
door and trying to open
her. She then hit Mrs.
her. She then hit Mrs.
the door, banging on the
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
glass
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
10:53- timer set. ___
Collman began walking to Collman began walking to begins high pitched
the reset room. ___ hit
the reset room. ___ hit
Mrs. Collman and Mrs.
screaming
them on the walk to the
them on the walk to the
Eisenmenger were hit
11:00- lunch with Mrs.
reset room.
reset room.
Collman supervising
and kicked.

I will see if he is more
responsive to another
staff member when
attempting to verbally
prompt him. I will also call
for another CPI trained
staff to assist me in
moving him to a safer
location.

Conducting an FBA

10:30- entered the reset
room, the timer is set. ___
begins to put hand
sanitizer on the floor.
10:40- the door was
opened because ___ was
pink. ___ tried to unzip
Mrs. Eisenmenger's coat
10:45- ___ said "no
talking! no phones!"
10:48- set timer
10:54- Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered and read the
social stories to ___. ___
took her shoe off and
threw it
11:00- left the reset room.
___ said "I'm not going to
___ hit Mrs.
___ hit Mrs.
lunch", the teachers
Eisenmenger. She tried to Eisenmenger. She tried to walked towards the
shove the hall chair into shove the hall chair into cafeteria and ___
Mrs. Eisenmenger. ___
Mrs. Eisenmenger. ___
followed.
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
began to hit Mrs.
began to hit Mrs.
Collman.
Collman.
Mrs. Collman were hit

Conducting an FBA

When ___ came back the
second time, he would
not stop trying to
___ continued to try to
scratch/bite/hit me when I
bang his head and when I attempted to cushion his
attempted to cushion it,
head, so I used my hands
to hold his arms at his
he tried to bite me, he
scratched my hands and side and held on to him to
arms with his fingernails, prevent him from hitting
and hit me with his fists. his head.

g g
on the wall; I attempted to
cushion his head with my
hand/arm to prevent
injury; he hit my arms,
scratched my
arms/hands, and
attempted to bite me; Mr.
Fox and Mr. Mills arrived
and Mr. Fox helped
cushion; ___'s friend
talked with him about
turtles and distracted him;
he went to play basketball
with friends and staff;
came back at the end of
the period complaining
about his foot hurting;
started banging his head
on the table; I cushioned
with my hands/arms; he
hit and scratched me,
attempted to bite me; I
held his arms to his side;
Mr. Mills and Mr. Fox
arrived and switched with
me, at which point ___
went to the floor and they
cushioned his head with
their arms. We were able
to get him to come out of
it by challenging him to a
game of Spot It with Mr.

___ managed to hit his
head on the wall or table
several times. I received
a number of scratches to
my hands that drew a little Use of distractions;
calming strategies
blood.

12:35 ___ sat down and
pointed a pencil at Mrs.
Eisenmenger's face. ___
was going out to her
break location but was
yelling, stomping and not
staying at the break
location.
12:45 ___ said, "Don't tell
me what to do!" and
stomped her feet.
12:50 ___ started kicking
Mrs. Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Collman. started to walk
to the reset room. ___
started kicking Mrs.
Collman and there was
an exchange of words in
the hall with Mrs. Johnson
and ___ "Don't tell me
what to do!" and she
began hitting Mrs.
Johnson.

12:35 ___ sat down and
pointed a pencil at Mrs.
Eisenmenger's face. ___
was going out to her
break location but was
yelling, stomping and not
staying at the break
location.
12:45 ___ said, "Don't tell
me what to do!" and
stomped her feet.
12:50 ___ started kicking
Mrs. Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Collman. started to walk
to the reset room. ___
started kicking Mrs.
Collman and there was
an exchange of words in
the hall with Mrs. Johnson
and ___ "Don't tell me
what to do!" and she
began hitting Mrs.
Johnson.

room. ___ reminded that
the door can be opened if
she is "pink". ___ trying to
get in the hall, trying to
tear up a poster (up high)
in the reset room. Yelling
and hitting Mrs.
Eisennmenger who
closed the door.
12:55 ___ was yelling "I'm
pink". Banging on the
door and arguing. Mrs.
Collman explained that
when ___ sat the time
would be set.
1:04 Timer set. ___ said
"I'm sorry Mrs.
Eisenmenger"
1:09 Mrs. Collman
entered the room to read
the social stories. ___
yelled at Mrs. Collman
who exited. ___ began
pulling on the door, yelling
and pretending to cry.
She was banging on the
door with a closed fist and
saying, "Please give me
one more chance. Mrs.
Mrs. Eisenmenger, Mrs.
Collman, Let me out!"
Collman and Mrs
"Mrs. Eisenmenger, Let
me out please."
Johnson were hit.

Conducting an FBA

Bathroom refusal.
Custodian asked for
___'s. Students in hall.
Mrs. Collman needed to
report info to a teacher.
___ was going over
reading cards. Mrs.
Collman was back after 2
mins. ___ wouldn't quit
reading the cards. She
left the area with the
stack of cards and
headed to the Art hall.
___ followed Mrs Collman
and Mrs Eisenmenger to
the bathroom area. She
said "No" to the bathroom
and began to climb onto
the desks in the hall and
refused to get down. She
started singing. 2:10 Mrs.
Eisenmenger offered ___
the choice of using the
bathroom or a break. 2:12
___ left the area and Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs
Collman observed from a
distance. ___ ran up to
Mrs Eisenmenger and
Mrs Collman and then ran
back down the hall. ___
ran back up the hall,

2:23 ___ went into rest
room. Mrs Eisenmenger
set the timer. ___ sat by
the wall.
2:26 Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered and read social
stories. ___ said, "Where
is that bully?" referring to
Mr. Munds.
2:28 Left reset room.

2:23 ___ went into rest
room. Mrs Eisenmenger
set the timer. ___ sat by
the wall.
2:26 Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered and read social
stories. ___ said, "Where
is that bully?" referring to
Mrs Collman were was hit
Mr. Munds.
2:28 Left reset room.
and kicked leaving marks. Conducting FBA

A new ABC chart was
started because ___ did
not return to class
appropriately. She tried to
block Mrs Eisenmenger
from entering Mrs.
Lager.'s classroom.
Refused to sit at the desk
after several prompts
from Mrs Eisenmenger
and Mrs Lager. Refused
to work. 5 minutes of
Splash Math or a break
time were offered. ___ left
the room. ___ began
hitting and pushing Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs
Collman came to assist.

___ began hitting and
pushing Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Collman came to assist.

10:18 Reset room. ___
refused to leave doorway.
She argued and sat
down.
10:24 The timer was set
and ___ said, "I didn't do
anything wrong. I'm
serious."
10:27 Social stories were
read. The door to the
room was open the entire Mrs. Eisenmenger was hit
time.
Conducting FBA
and pushed.

10:30 Mrs. Eisenmenger
just finished reading
social stories to ___ after
being in the reset room.
She circled red on her
pink chart and said,
"Splash Math is boring.
I'm not doing Math". She
walked out of reset and
tried to leave the hall
while she was yelling at
Mrs. Collman and Mrs.
Eisenmenger. Mrs.
Eisenmenger offered a
break time or Splash
Math. ___ argued and
Mrs Eisenmenger said
"We need to take a
break". ___ was in the
doorway of the reset
room pushing at Mrs.
Collman. ___ was
pushing her foot onto
Mrs. Eisenmenger's foot.
___ was pointing her
finger and putting her
hand in Mrs. Collman's
face.
10:44 ___ sat in the reset
room. The timer was set.

___ was in the doorway of
the reset room pushing at
Mrs. Collman. ___ was
pushing her foot onto
Mrs. Eisenmenger's foot.
___ was pointing her
finger and putting her
hand in Mrs. Collman's
face.
10:44 ___ sat in the reset
room. The timer was set.

y
the reset room pushing at
Mrs. Collman. ___ was
pushing her foot onto
Mrs. Eisenmenger's foot.
___ was pointing her
finger and putting her
hand in Mrs. Collman's
face.
10:44 ___ sat in the reset
room. The timer was set.
10:45 ___ said "I feel
sick. I feel like I'm going
to throw up."
10:48 Mrs. Eisenmenger
entered (the door had
been open the entire
time). ___ said, "I threw
up" but she had not.
Social stories were read.
___ still refused Splash
Math and began to yell
and stomp her foot.
10:55 ___ said, "We
didn't miss working
together. I'm serious".
10:57 ___ said, "No, I'm
not going to lunch". and
started to push Mrs.
Eisenmenger. ___
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
wanted to go over the
schedule again (they had Mrs Collman were
gone over it several
pushed.

Conducting an FBA

j
working with Mrs.
Hitchens. ___ had been
pink with her. In Mrs.
Lager's room, she had
time for Razz Kids or Epic
Reels on the
chromebook. ___ said,
"I'm not doing that" and
left the room without
permission. ___ walked
to Mrs. Anderson's door
where another student
was taking a break.
12:38 She was reminded
of the expectation to sit at
the break area or do
yoga. She ignored the
reminder and started
talking to the other
student.
12:42 She was reminded
of the expectation to use
the break spot. ___ was
trying to play teacher to
the other student telling
them what they needed to
do.
12:47 The timer went off
and ___ headed to Mrs.
___ hit and pushed Mrs
Lager's room. Mrs.
Eisenmenger went over Eisenmenger and hit Mrs
the schedule with her and Collman

room and ___ was trying
to open the door and
pretended to cry.
1:37 ___ sat and the
timer was set. She was
told 2 minutes and then
recess. ___ said "No, I'm
not going" and she took
off her shoes and brace.
She started pulling at the
door saying, "Mrs.
Eisenmenger, please give
me one more chance."
1:40 ___ was pulling on
the door screaming that
she wants out. Mrs.
Eisenmenger reminds her
of pink expectations and
showed her the timer.
___ screamed "Please
open the door". She
continued to try to open
the door and yell.
1:55 The timer is set. ___
screamed "I don't need a
timer" and pounded on
the bathroom door.
2:02 She was trying the
door.
Mrs Eisenmenger was hit
2:06 Timer set
2:10 Mrs Collman entered and pushed. Mrs Collman
Conducting an FBA
and ___ said "I want Mrs was hit.

9:10 ___ had just finished
her reward of calling Dad.
She was upset that she's
not car pick up today. ___
started kicking Mrs.
Eisenmenger and
grabbing Mrs.
Eisenmenger's arm with
enough force to leave
finger marks. She
slapped Mrs.
Eisenmenger's arm and
hit her multiple times on
her back. Mrs. Collman
came to assist and began
walking towards the reset
room. ___ refused to take
a break and argued a lot
about the car pickup after
school. ___ said, "Dad
usually picks me up on
Thursday".

9:21 Reset room. Door
open. ___ was crying and
said, "I want out of here".
___ pushed Mrs.
Eisenmenger in the
doorway. Mrs.
Eisenmenger said "Pink
first, then the timer". ___
said, "I'm supposed to be
car pick up. Tuesday and
Thursday. I'm car". Mrs.
Eisenmenger said, "You
can talk to Mom and Dad.
Teachers can't control
how you get home." ___
said, "Fine, you big
wienie" and was pushing
at Mrs. Eisenmenger.
___ was kicking and
9:30 The timer is set and
grabbing Mrs.
___ stands by the wall.
Eisenmenger. She was
9:34 Mrs. Eisenmenger
slapping and hitting Mrs. enters and reads social
Eisenmenger's back and stories.
refusing to take a break to 9:40 Left the reset room
for a bathroom break.
calm down.

Mrs. Eisenmenger was
kicked, hit, pushed,
slapped and grabbed with
enough force to leave
marks.
Conducting an FBA.

j
minutes of staying at her
desk for Epic Reads. Mrs.
Eisenmenger praised ___
for doing such a great job
with her work. Mrs.
Eisenmenger asked ___
to put away her
chromebook and then
they would go over her
pink chart. ___ said, "You
put away chromebook".
___ left Mrs. Lager's
room without permission.
Mrs. Eisenmenger spoke
to ___ in the hall and
reminded her of the
expectation to always ask
a teacher if she can leave
the classroom. ___ said,
"I don't want to mark red".
Mrs. Eisenmenger asked,
"Did you have a kind
body, kind voice, and kind
words?" ___ said, "Yes".
Mrs. Eisenmenger said,
"Then we can still mark
pink but just no reward".
___ left the area and ran
down the hall to Mrs.
Anderson's door. Then
she ran into the bathroom
near Mrs. Dyer's
___
g class.

___ was kicking,
grabbing, hitting, and
scratching Mrs.
Eisenmenger. ___ was
hitting Mrs. Collman.
___
y

was pulling on the door
and yelling.
1:26 The timer was set.
___ was yelling.
1:30 ___ was pulling on
the door.
1:35 The timer went off.
Mrs. Collman entered the
room and read the social
stories. ___ said, "No, I
want Mrs. Eisenmenger
to read these". ___
started arguing with Mrs.
Collman. ___ says, "I
want Mrs. Eisenmenger".
Mrs. Collman reminded
___ of the expectation to
go back in and finish
social stories. ___ tries to
exit and she is reminded
that that is a red choice
and that she is staying in
reset because she isn't
pink yet. ___ yells and
pulls on the door.
1:41 The timer is set. ___
takes off her shoes and
throws them.
1:43 Mrs. Collman
entered the room to
remove the shoes/brace
from the room.
___
g g g

the SW office and started bang his head on the wall the wall with increased

Mrs. Eisenmenger was
grabbed, kicked, hit, and
scratched (skin was
broken). Mrs. Collman
was hit.
scratches and bites (the

Conducting
an FBA.
y
g
when he starts this

9:32 ___ refused to leave
room 43. Climbing on
tables. Hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger in the face
with force. Threw paper
towels on floor. Hitting
Mrs. Collman and
pushing. ___ said, "I don't
want you to work with
anyone else. You quit
them."

9:32 ___ refused to leave
room 43. Climbing on
tables. Hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger in the face
with force. Threw paper
towels on floor. Hitting
Mrs. Collman and
pushing. ___ said, "I don't
want you to work with
anyone else. You quit
them."

9:53 Reset room. Cynthia
Johnson joined and Mrs.
Eisenmenger left.
10:00 Cynthia offered the
chromebook or other
option. ___ picked the
chromebook.

Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman were hit.
Mrs. Collman was
pushed.

Conducting FBA

Self-Injurious behavior:
headbanging.

Self-Injurious behavior.

Mr. Fox & Mrs. Kyle both
had scratches and
scrapes that broke the
skin and drew blood.
Additionally, ___ headbutted Mr. Fox in the face
and Mrs. Kyle in the
chest/shoulder area
multiple times. ___ also
landed multiple kicks to
CPI restraints were used. the shins that resulted in
___ went into a full-body bruising.
outburst: kicking, biting,
head-butting, scratching, ___ had no visible marks
etc.
post-restrain.

Use the weighted blanket,
assist ___ to the couch
before head-banging
begins, give him paper &
pencil to write what he is
thinking, move him away
from corners/walls.

___ went into the
teacher's area and was
sitting in the teacher's
chair and touching the
teacher's property. Mrs.
Eisenmenger was giving
___ preferred options and
___ hit Mrs.
Eisenmenger. ___ started
pushing and shutting the
fire doors. She hit Mrs.
Collman and she ran into
the bathroom and started
climbing on the desks.
She took Mrs. Collman's
water bottle and threww it
on the floor and against
the wall. She grabbed
Mrs. Collman and Mrs.
Eisnemenger clothing.
She started playing in the
water fountain. She hit
Mrs. Collman in the back ___ hit Mrs. Collman in
with force.
the back with force.

1:19 Reset Room. ___
was banging on the glass
and screaming. Banging
on the bathroom door.
1:32 Left reset room.

___ hit Mrs. Eisnemenger
and Mrs. Collman. She
was puching Mrs.
Eisnemenger.
Conducting FBA

Refusal to leave school
and then refusal to stay
on bus. Safety issue for
the student as he ran out
to car pick up area with
moving cars and busses.
Student was running
around the classroom
hiding under tables.
Student then fled the
classroom and was
running around the
hallways. He then went
under the staircase and
was hanging upside down
on stair railings.

Student safety of fleeing
and not listening to verbal
directions.
No restraint.

None

Already consult with
behavior coach, for plan
moving forward.

Unsafe behaviors that
could have harmed
himself.

None

Behavior Coach, Parent
follow up Dr. appt. 5/8/19

No restraint. Empty
room for reset.

10:15 ___ had been
helping Mrs. Lager hand
out papers. ___ told the
teacher's she needed to
use the bathroom. In the
hall, ___ was upset that
she left helping the
teacher. Mrs. Collman
arrived. ___ was pushing,
kicking notebooks and
lockers. She pushed Mrs.
Collman into the wall and
pulled the bathroom sign
down. She was hitting,
crying and slamming the
door. She was kicking
Mrs. Eisnemenger and
Mrs. Collman and
grabbing Mrs.
Eisenmenger. ___ was
kicking and hitting Mrs.
Schickedanz.

10:46 Reset room. Yelling
at adults. Screaming. ___
locking Mrs. Eisenmenger
in the reset room.
Banging on the glass.
Mrs. Uken assisted
arrived.
11:00 Miss Tomchick and
Mrs. Eisnemenger left.
11:03 Left reset room for
lunch.

Student continuing to
move around classroom
grabbing and trying to
hurt students.

Take a break to deescalate and enter back
into classroom. Student
indicated he did not get a
dojo point. ( Asked
student if he was earning
the batman tokens for his
behavior and he indicated
teacher does not do that
anymore.
No restraint

10:46 Reset room. Yelling
at adults. Screaming. ___
locking Mrs. Eisenmenger
in the reset room.
Banging on the glass.
Mrs. Uken assisted
arrived.
11:00 Miss Tomchick and
Mrs. Eisnemenger left.
11:03 Left reset room for
lunch.

Mrs. Eisenmenger, Mrs.
Collman, Mrs.
Schickedanz were hit and
kicked. Mrs. Collman was
pushed. Mrs.
Eisenmenger was
grabbed.
Conducting FBA

Student school supplies
broken and thrown.

Student indicated

Destroying student
property and throwing it
all over the room. Going
after students trying to
hurt them. Grabbing
random student arms and
twisting them.
No restraint

No restraint. Time to
make up work and work
way back into the
classroom.
12:15 Reset room. ___
yell crying, hitting Mrs.
___ was upset that she
___ was upset that she
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
didn't get the yearbook.
didn't get the yearbook.
Hitchins, arguing.
She was grabbing Mrs.
She was grabbing Mrs.
12:25 Ms. Tomchik
Eisenmenger and items in Eisenmenger and items in replaced Mrs.
Mrs. Lager's room. Mrs. Mrs. Lager's room. Mrs. Eisenmenger. ___ was
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
Eisenmenger and Mrs.
asking for Mrs.
Hitchins in the hall with
Hitchins in the hall with
Eisenmenger.
___. ___ was grabbing
___. ___ was grabbing
12:37 Timer went off. Out
Mrs. Eisenmenger's
Mrs. Eisenmenger's
of reset. Soft choices
clothing and refusing to
clothing and refusing to
given. Chrome book
let go.
let go.
picked.

Student plan is for play in
PRE K fenced in area
with limited number of
students. Became mad
at same student and
jumped fence to try and
go throw a ball at him to
hurt him. Yelling mean
and angry things at him.
Ryan Martin responds

___ would not respond to
verbal directives to stop
and stay in his area.
Walked him in to the take
a break space. STudent
remained escalated trying
to physicall hurt Admin
and yelling and trying to
escape.

Student school supplies
broken and destroyed.

Reconvene 504 meeting
so teacher will implement
behavior plan with fidelity.

Mrs. Eisenmenger was
grabbed. Mrs. Hitchins
and Mrs. Eisenmenger
were hit.

Conducting FBA

No restraint. Work in
room. 120 minutes of
escalated behavior before
None
he began to work.

Reconvene 504 team to
determine fidelity of
implementation.

Damaging school
supplies, throwing school
supplies at students,
threatening and yelling in
students faces.
Same as above

Take a break room. ___
spent 90 minutes yelling,
screaming, slamming
doors, ripping up his
work, drawing on the
walls, drawing on the
doors.

Writing on the doors and
walls. Ripping up school
work. Breaking pencils,
markers and throwing
Reconvene 504 team for
them at students and
problem solving.
staff.

Throwing furniture in
classroom, breaking
school supplies and
throwing all over room.
Sliding and slamming
furniture in the room.
Verbally threatening
students. Students were
removed from classroom
to a safe location.
See above.

No restraint. Throwing
furniture, screaming,
slamming door, kicking
walls and glass.

Student threw oodle stool 1 day suspension for
on at staff member and
5/10/19 reconvene 504
landed on foot.
team.

___ had a BM but refused
the bathroom. She hit
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman. She
pursued them hitting and
throwing paper towels at
them. She was yelling
and hitting at Mrs. E and
Mrs. C in the hall
continuing to refuse help
in bathroom.

___ had a BM but refused
the bathroom. She hit
Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman. She
pursued them hitting and
throwing paper towels at
them. She was yelling
and hitting at Mrs. E and
1:12 Reset room - ___
Mrs. C in the hall
continuing to refuse help continued to yell and hit at Hitting and yelling at Mrs. Continue implementing
in bathroom.
E and Mrs. C.
behavior plan
Mrs. E and Mrs. C.

___ stepped into the
street, so Mr. Fox & Mrs.
Kyle physically intervened
to bring him back into the
building. Kicking,
stomping, biting,
scratching, hitting, and
self-injurious behaviors
ensued. Once inside the
building, ___ immediately
collapsed on the ground
and began hitting his
head on the carpet at the
front door. Mr. Fox & Mrs.
Kyle used further physical
interventions at this point.

Head-banging on floor,
hitting self in the head,
head-banging on own
knee

CPI
Restraints/Techniques
were used.

Less verbal
communication as this
may have overwhelmed
the student. Also, do
Mr. Fox received a minor anything to keep him in
cut that drew blood on his Mrs. Kyle's office
right index finger.
originally.

At 9:40am, Mrs. Kyle
texted Mr. Fox that
everything was fine and
that ___ was sitting in the
corner outside of her
office, but she was
keeping an eye on him. At
9:42am, Mr. Fox got a
text saying that ___
began head banging.
When Mr. Fox got to the
office, Mr. Mills, Mr.
Fisher, and Mrs. Kyle
were all supporting ___ to
help him avoid hurting
himself via head banging.

For a brief moment, ___
had calmed and seemed
to pull himself together,
so everyone involved
backed away. At this
moment, ___ hit his head
incredibly hard against
the wall so Mr. Fox
immediately positioned
himself to move ___ into
Mrs. Kyle's office onto her
couch.

CPI restraint techniques
were used.
___ continued to hit
himself and others,
stomped on feet, bit,
scratched, pinched.

Minor cuts that drew
blood on
hands/fingers/arms.

Move ___ to the couch
sooner. Offer a weighted
blanket if one is available.

List the school personnel
who participated in the
implementation,
monitoring, and
supervision of isolated
Date on which parental
time out or physical
restraint:
notification took place:

Mr. Starwalt, Ms.
Tomchik, Mrs.
Schickedanz, Mrs.
Anderson

12/18/2018

Jessica Eisenmenger
Sara Collman
Amanda Anderson
Alison Tomchick

2/7/2019

Seth Fox, Jill Kyle,
Marissa Hill, Nathan Mills

2/5/2019

Jessica Eisenmenger
Sara Collman
Megan Hunter
Cynthia Johnson
Chris Uken

2/11/2019

Mrs. Anderson
Mrs. Eisenmenger
Mrs. Uken

2/13/2019

Jessica Eisenmenger,
Chris Uken, Amanda
Anderson

2/28/2019

Jessica Eisenmenger
Amanda Anderson
Cynthia Johnson

3/27/2019

Megan Hunter, Jessica
Eisenmenger, Cynthia
Johnson, Amanda
Anderson

2/27/2019

Jessica Eisenmenger,
Amanda Anderson, Sara
Collman

2/28/2019

Mrs. Collman, Mrs.
Anderson, Mrs. Hunter

2/28/2019

Ryan Martin (Assistant
Principal) Marissa Hill,
Lauren Pratt witnesses

3/4/2019

Jessica Eisenmenger
Sara Collman
Dawn Bilek

3/5/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger, Mrs.
Collman, Mrs. Smith

3/5/2019

Jessica Eisenmenger
Sara Collman
Chris Uken

3/6/2019

Sara Collman
Jessica Eisenmenger

3/6/2019

Mrs. Collman, Mrs.
Eisenmenger, Mrs. Smith,
Mrs. Hunter

3/7/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger
Mrs. Collman
Mrs. Smith
Mrs. Johnson

3/7/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger
Mrs. Collman

3/7/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger, Mrs.
Collman, Mrs. Johnson,
Mrs. Anderson

3/12/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger
Mrs. Bilek

3/12/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger
Mrs. Bilek

3/12/2019

Supervision: Andrea
Dunlap

3/11/2019

Mrs. Collman and Mrs.
Eisenmenger

3/13/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman

3/14/2019

Myself, Mr. Fox, Mr. Mills

3/26/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman

3/27/2019

Mrs Collman and Mrs
Eisenmenger

3/27/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman

3/28/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs Collman

3/28/2019

Mrs Eisenmenger and
Mrs Collman

3/28/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman

3/28/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs.Collman
,
,
Kyle, Mrs. Bachman,

3/29/2019
4/2/2019

Mrs. Eisnemenger, Mrs.
Collman, Cynthia
Johnson

4/16/2019

Mr. Fox, Mrs. Kyle.

4/16/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger, Mrs.
Collman

4/24/2019

Wendy Starwalt, Ryan
Martin, Kristen Hood,
Hadley Murray

4/24/2019

Wendy Starwalt Kristen
Hood

4/24/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger, Mrs.
Collman, Mrs.
Schickedanz, Miss
Tomchick, Mrs. Uken

4/29/2019

Wendy Starwalt, Lauren
Pratt consult as concern
students 504 and
behavior plan were not
being followed.

4/29/2019

Wendy Starwalt, Ryan
Martin, Nancy Cosner

4/30/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger, Mrs.
Hitchins, Ms Tomchik

5/2/2019

Ryan Martin Wendy
Starwalt

5/6/2019

Wendy Starwalt, Marissa
Hill

5/9/2019

Wendy Starwalt, Michelle
Mitchell, Lauren Pratt,
Nancy Cosner

5/9/2019

Mrs. Eisenmenger and
Mrs. Collman

5/14/2019

Mr. Fox, Mrs. Kyle,
Officer Ward, Mr. Fisher

5/17/2019

Mr. Mills, Mr. Fisher, Mrs.
Kyle, Mr. Fox

5/21/2019

